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The Wenham Museum welcomes you to the global tour of  Miss Columbia�
a centennial project that will bring the discovery of  history and world cultures to
your students� doorstep.

Thousands of  people around the world cheered and were touched by the historic
journey of  the original Miss Columbia�the famous 19-inch doll that circumnavi-
gated the globe to raise funds for children�s charities from 1900-1902.

Now the Wenham Museum of  Wenham, Massachusetts, home of  the original Miss
Columbia, is recreating her incredible journey to help comemmorate the year 2000
and to offer an exciting learning opportunity for schools and studentsin communi-
ties around the world.

With the assistance of  educators at the Hamilton-Wenham Regional School Dis-
trict, the Wenham Museum has prepared this Interdisciplinary Guide for your use
in making Miss Columbia�s visit to your school an experience your students and
community will enjoy, learn from�and never forget.
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1.1

September, 1999

Dear Educator:

Thank you for participating in Around the World with Miss Columbia: Discovering a Century of
Change. This Interdisciplinary Guide will tell you everything you need to know to begin
planning your learning activities in anticipation of  Miss Columbia�s visit to your school. It is
designed to offer a set of  complete activities for those who want to use them that way, but it
can also serve simply as an idea-generator if  you would like to customize the activities for
use at your school.

We have an opportunity in 1999 to step back, take the long view, and review the incredible
changes that the past century has brought � and to anticipate what the next century might
bring. With the Internet and other developments in transportation and communication,
today we all share unprecedented opportunities to connect, teach, and learn from people in
communities across the world.  This Interdisciplinary Guide, therefore, devotes itself  largely
to these two themes: Comparing life in the year 1900 with everyday life today, and exploring
our global neighborhood. Turn to the table of  contents to find out more.

The Wenham Museum is honored and proud to be able to carry on the tradition created by
the original Miss Columbia and the many helping hands that propelled her around the globe
exactly one hundred years ago. Her message of  understanding among all people has every
bit as much resonance today as it did in 1900.

Our deepest thanks go to the many skilled and generous people who have helped (and who
are continuing to help) make this project a successful one. May there be as many public-
spirited, visionary helping hands when Miss Columbia makes her third global voyage in the
year 2100!

Yours sincerely,

Emily Stearns
Executive Director
The Wenham Museum

OPENING PAGES

WELCOME LETTER
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MUSEUM PROFILE
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  WENHAM MUSEUM
A Museum of  Family Life

The mission of the Wenham Museum is to protect, preserve, and interpret the history and culture of Boston�s North Shore,
domestic life, and artifacts of childhood.  It offers visitors a historic view of family life - how we have lived, dressed, worked
and played from the 17th century to today.  A delightful, family-friendly institution, the Wenham Museum has exhibits,
programs and events appealing to all ages:

�WORLD FAMOUS DOLL COLLECTION - Over 1,000 international dolls from the Museum�s collection of  over 5,000 are
exhibited in a rotating permanent display.  Come see dolls dating from 1500 BC through the present.  Highlights include a fine
collection of  American cloth dolls, Native American figures, European play dolls and, our most famous doll, Miss Columbia, who
traveled around the world from 1900-1902.

� CLAFLIN-RICHARDS HOUSE - Three centuries of  New England life are exhibited in this first-period house (c. 1690), one of
the oldest dwellings on the North Shore.  A guided tour interprets period architecture, furnishings and artifacts.

� SPECIAL CHANGING EXHIBITS - Three galleries of  changing exhibits bring history and culture to life.

� MODEL TRAIN ROOM - Six operating layouts with twelve trains of  various gauges; Display of  antique trains and railroad
artifacts; Train experts available to answer your questions on railroading and model trains.

� TOY SOLDIER COLLECTION - Extensive permanent collection of  lead soldiers depicting the American Revolution through
World War II.  One of  the finest collections of  Britains� toy soldiers on display anywhere.

� DOLLHOUSES AND TOYS - A permanent display of  dollhouses and miniature rooms representing a variety of  styles, from the
French Haviland house of  1891, with original European furnishings, to the three-foot tall Addams� Family house, based on the
Charles Addams cartoon characters.  Antique toys on display may range from mechanical toys dating from the late 19th century to
the 1960s, to games, puzzles, and pull-toys.

� COSTUME COLLECTION - Exhibits are created from our extensive costume collection which includes over 10,000 pieces of
clothing, accessories and textiles from the Victorian era and beyond (1840 - 1950).  The Museum�s 1724 woolen bed rug, displayed
in the Claflin-Richards House, is considered to be one of  the finest pieces of  folk art north of  Boston.

� PLAY & LEARN ROOM - Hands-on children�s interactive space featuring a child-size replica of  a 17th century saltbox, BRIK
building blocks, weaving loom, puppet theater and other activities relating to the Museum�s changing exhibits.

� LIBRARY - The Timothy Pickering Library offers a wealth of  information on local history, dolls, crafts, genealogical records and
much more.  The library is headquarters for the Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agriculture, which supports agriculture in the
region.

� EDUCATION PROGRAMS - The Museum offers children�s craft classes for ages 2 1/2 through 12, Summer Camps, adult
artisan workshops, exhibit-related events, walking tours and lectures.

� SCHOOL PROGRAMS - School groups may participate in a variety of  hands-on educational programs including:  Fireside Chats,
Colonial Household, Spinning and Weaving, Building for the Future, and The Doll Collection.

� STUDENT ART GALLERY - The Museum invites schools to exhibit their students� artwork in a special gallery.

� GIFT SHOP - A wide selection of  charming specialty items including unique handmade merchandise by Museum Artisans,
dollhouse miniatures, stuffed animals, gift ideas and much more.
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 Part 2 of  this Interdisciplinary Guide provides background information and
original materials relating to Miss Columbia�s first trip around the world, during the
years 1900-1902. It includes:

Section 2.1 Highlights of  the first voyage

Section 2.2 My Trip Around the World: Excerpts from Miss Columbia�s
Journal

Section 2.3 Preview Activity: Putting Yourself  in Miss Columbia�s Shoes

The Preview Activity is a good way to introduce children of  all ages to Miss
Columbia�s story. It also provides a baseline for you to return to, after your school�s
Miss Columbia experience concludes.

Part 2
THE FIRST VOYAGE

AROUND
THE WORLD
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SUMMARY2.1
THE FIRST VOYAGE

Around the World in 1000 Days:
Highlights of  the First Voyage

Miss Columbia was a doll ahead of  her time.  In an era when few Americans could
hope to travel abroad, she went around the world.  At a time when no proper
young lady went anywhere alone, she set out on her travels unchaperoned.  To all
appearances just a simple (if  highly charismatic) doll, she was in reality an ambas-
sador with a mission.

Miss Columbia�s travels began in December 1899, when she left the home of  her
creator, Miss Emma Adams, in Oswego, New York, and journeyed to Boston to
become part of  the International Doll Collection belonging to Elizabeth Richards Horton.  Mrs.
Horton�s collection numbered around 600 dolls and since 1896 had been widely exhibited throughout

the country to raise money for children�s
charities.

As the newest member of  this large family of  dolls,
Miss Columbia had been designated to journey
across the continent and then board a ship to circle
the world.  Her mission was to continue Mrs.
Horton�s charitable work for needy children, and in
the process to create a history for herself.
Columbia�s appearances on her trip would be free to
anyone who requested her presence.  The only
stipulation attached was that at each of  her stopping
places a tag was to be placed on her dress telling the
circumstances of  her exhibition and how much
money she had raised.

On April 12, 1900, Columbia was packed in a telescoping trunk and sent on her way courtesy of  the
Adams Express Company which, in conjunction with Wells Fargo Express, provided her with free
transportation across the country.  Colombia may have trav-
eled unchaperoned, but she did not travel alone.  Into her
trunk went six extra dresses, warm coat and bonnet, copies of
the Boston daily and Sunday newspaper, a red, white and blue
sash and a small American flag of  silk.  One of  her most
important accessories was a journal in which she and her
hosts were to share her adventures at each stop along the way.
Miss Columbia proved to be a faithful �journal-keeper��
though her entries were transcribed in many different hands!

March, 1900
Boston, MA

“One little girl asked me if I were not
afraid to go by myself on the long long
journey & seemed to feel very sorry for
me until I told her I was glad to go
knowing I should meet with kind people
everywhere who would send me where
they thought best all over the United
States perhaps & then across the ocean.”

MISS COLUMBIA�S TRUNK UPON HER RETURN TO BOSTON.

THE ORIGINAL

MISS COLUMBIA.
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2.1
THE FIRST VOYAGE

SUMMARY

WESTWARD BOUND
Columbia made her first appearance in Chicago, followed by ap-
pearances in St. Louis, Kansas City, MO, and Omaha, NE on her
way to Denver.  Her visit in Colorado was so  successful that she
stayed almost a month.  Surely she is the only doll who can claim
that a reception was held for her on top of  Pike�s Peak and that  a
dance in her honor was performed at the Southern Ute Indian
Reservation.

On July 13, 1900, Mrs.
Horton�s little retinue arrived
in Los Angeles.  She would
remain in California for almost a year, appearing at numerous
fund-raising receptions and visiting hospitals and orphanages.
Everywhere she went children presented Miss Columbia with
souvenirs of  her visit:  a rosary from a Catholic childrens� home, a
Chinese hymnbook, a neck chain made of  seaweed from children
too poor to give anything that cost money.  Miss Colombia
returned from a brief  trip to Alaska with a treasure basket from
an Indian boy and from Baja, California with a clay bank and
straw sombreros presented by Mexican children.  Humble but
endearing gifts, these small tokens reflected the affection that
greeted the little doll wherever she went.

Finally in July 1901, Miss Columbia secured passage for the
Philippine Islands on the U.S. Army Transport Thomas, popularly
known as the �Teachers� Transport�.  After the Spanish-American
War, the Philippines had been ceded to the United States, and the
U.S. government was transporting schoolteachers, as well as

soldiers, to the islands.  One of  these
adventurous teachers, Miss Cora E.
Fay of  Colorado, was to be
Columbia�s constant companion for
the next year.

Before going aboard, Columbia�s face
and hands had to be thoroughly
cleaned because, as recorded in her
journal, �I had been kissed by so
many big folk as well as little ones.  At
Denver over 600 children kissed and
shook hands with me at one recep-
tion... However my face and hands
have been well washed for my start
over the sea.�

June 12, 1900
Summit of Pike’s Peak,
Colorado

“I have had as much experi-
ence as most dolls but up to
now [but] never knew that
we could speak or show
animation except in secret
with children whose confi-
dence we have. But this is a
delusion. Any doll can speak
on Pike’s Peak. The most
dormant will be aroused to
exclaim “Magnificent! Grand!
Glorious!””

September 11, 1901
On board the ship T. Buford
Manilla Bay, Phillipines

“Do you want to know how I came aboard?
They opened one of the large port-holes and I was

hauled up through it.  There were several ladies too, who
came up in the same way. There had been some mistake
about my “pass” so Maj. Jones, the commanding officer said
I must be called a dead-head.

Dear me! What a dreadful name, but they treat me
royally so I shan’t worry about what my ticket says.”

INDIAN FAMILY THAT HOSTED MISS COLUMBIA ON

SOUTHERN UTE INDIAN REERVATION, JUNE 1900.
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SUMMARY2.1
THE FIRST VOYAGE

ACROSS THE SEA
After a peaceful voyage that included a stop in Honolulu, the Thomas reached Manila Bay on August 21,
1901.  Miss Fay was assigned to a teaching post in Zamboanga on the island of  Mindanao, so the two

travelers boarded another transport, the Buford, for the trip south.  The
seas were so high that day that the gangplank could not be lowered.
Columbia and several of  the teachers had to be hauled up from the
launch and pulled aboard through an open porthole.  If  that were not
indignity enough, Miss Columbia was issued a tag that read:  �Pass
bearer on Buford as a dead head (underage), from Manila, P.I. to
Zamboanga, P.I. to be fed in saloon with a spoon.�

�Dead head� or not, for the next year Columbia shared Miss Fay�s
excursions on Mindanao and even survived an earthquake.  But by

August 1902, a letter from Mrs. Horton reminded Miss Columbia and Miss Fay of  the long trip home to
Boston.  Passage was found for her on the transport McClellan, whose commanding officer, Capt. Nye,
would look out for her more than halfway around the world.  Before leaving Zamboanga she was
cleared by the Collector of  Customs, who certified that she had complied with the customs regulations
and had not defrauded the government.  However, after inspecting her New England wardrobe, he
suggested she bring more suitable clothes on the next trip.  �It doesn�t snow here very often,� he wrote.

HOMEWARD BOUND The McClellan docked in New
York, and Miss Columbia, her souvenirs, her tags and all of  the
other mementos of  her trip were forwarded to Boston by Adams
Express.  On Christmas Day, 1902, the express company manager
personally delivered her to Mrs. Horton�s townhouse.  After two
years and eight months of  travel her mission was accomplished:
She was the most famous doll in the world and she truly had been
an ambassador of  good will everywhere she went.  In her own
words: �I met with kindness everywhere, not for my beauty but to
show what good even a little plain rag doll can do, if  she tries, to
make sunshine in the world.�

Now having reached the venerable age of  100, Columbia and her
brothers and sisters of  the International Doll Collection form the
nucleus of  the renowned collection of  dolls at the Wenham Mu-
seum in Wenham, Massachusetts.  Instead of  traveling the world,
the world now travels to Miss Columbia, and visitors from coast to
coast and from overseas are always assured a warm welcome from
the rag doll who journeyed around the world.

August 18, 1901
Los Angeles, CA

“P.S. As I am a girl they say
I ought to have a ‘postscript’
in my book of letters, so I
add this one. I find ‘Uncle
Sam,’ my ‘escort,’ [note: a
male doll who had accompa-
nied Miss Columbia on her
West Coast travels] is to be
left behind, lest the natives
of the new countries to
which I am going will think
he is come to take posses-
sion, which would never do
at this time so I bid him
God Speed to Boston to the
care of the International
Doll Collection where I shall
one day see him again.”

JOURNAL ENTRY FROM GOOD FRIDAY, 1902
DESCRIBING AN EARTHQUAKE IN THE PHILIPPINES.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Among the many treasures that accompanied Miss Columbia on her

return to Boston on Christmas Day, 1902, perhaps the most wonderful was

her journal. It is a record of  her entire trip, faithfully inscribed (�in ink,� as

per the instructions included with the hardbound volume) by her fellow

travelers in the words they felt she would have used. Portions of  the journal

are presented here, and excerpts highlight several of  the activities included

in Sections 3 and 4 of  this Guide. It is a lengthy document, but is full of

interest and might well serve as a centerpiece for your school�s and

community�s observance of  Miss Columbia�s second voyage.

If  you are planning to involve older children who are capable

readers in your Miss Columbia festivities, consider copying the journal and

asking them to read it. They will find some of  the language and syntax

unfamiliar but quaint in that turn-of-the-century way, and reading the

journal will give them the best possible appreciation for the mission and

sense of  adventure that were the hallmarks of  Miss Columbia�s first trip

around the world. Note: the journal has been left more or less in its original

form, with some correcting of  spelling errors and punctuation-related

inconsistencies. Students will still find many phrases and outmoded spell-

ings that may seem �incorrect� to them; these, of  course, can and should

be part of  the learning experience that children have in reading the journal.

Teachers of  younger children may want to read selections of  the

journal to them aloud, stopping to ask some of  the suggested �Conversa-

tion Starter� questions that appear at various points throughout the journal.

(Some of  the Conversation Starters are more age-appropriate for older

children, and could represent idea topics for essays based on Miss

Columbia�s journal.) For more ideas on how to use the journal, see espe-

cially Activities 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.

My Trip Around the World:
Excerpts from Miss Columbia�s 1900-1902 Journal
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My Trip Around the World
From Boston Jan. 1900 to Boston _____ [left blank]
By Miss Columbia

March 1900
I was made & dressed in Dec. 1899 by Miss Emma E. Adams of

Oswego, NY & given by her to the International Doll Collection.
This collection of dolls is made up from dolls from all over the world
dressed like the natives of the countries from which they came.
Nearly all the dolls have an interesting history & as I had none only

what I have told, the owner of the Collection thought I might take a trip around the world
& make for myself a history & perhaps do good to needy little children as the Collection
does by exhibits, the money obtained to go to charity for which I may be loaned.

I was to have started Jan 1 - 1900 but by many requests I waited that I might help
to raise money for little needy ones.

Many little girls & boys as well as grown ups bade me farewell at my last exhibits
March 1st - 1900 at Hotel Vendome - in aid of the School for Crippled Children & March
15-16 & 17th Tremont Temple for a fund for a home for aged ladies. One little girl asked
me if I were not afraid to go by myself on the long long journey & seemed to feel very
sorry for me until I told her I was glad to go knowing I should meet with kind people
everywhere who would send me where they thought best all over the United States
perhaps & then across the ocean back to Boston to my 600 brothers & sisters of the
Collection who will gladly welcome me to again join them in their mission of love to little
children.

Columbia
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�Left Boston for Philadelphia Penn via Adams Express April 12th 1900

�Left Philadelphia for Pittsburgh Pa via Adams Express Co April 13th 1900

�Left Pittsburgh Pa for Chicago Ills by Adams Express Co. April 14 - 1900

April 25th 1900
Cinti. O

Columbia had a most pleasant visit in the Queen City of the West. Was the
admired of all Admirers.

Apr 30th 1900
St. Louis Mo

I arrived here April 27th and was so well pleased with the city and the attention
shown me that I decided to remain over until Monday night April 30th when I leave for
Kansas City Mo.

 �Columbia

May 9th 1900
Kansas City Mo

Miss Columbia�s visit to Kansas City was surely a pleasant one, in additon to
complimentary notices in the newspapers, she received many calls from admiring friends.

�Adams Express Co.
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May 23, 1900
Silverplume, Colorado

My trip from Denver around the World famous �Loop�
in the heart of the Rockies, on [missing words] of Colorado and
Southern Railway was the most delightful yet taken.

The representative of the Railway Company gave me
a souvenir of my trip which I have pasted on the next page.

Columbia

CONVERSATION STARTER:
 Do you see the postcard souvenirs Miss Columbia collected
from her trip to the Rocky Mountains in Colorado?
Do they remind you of souvenirs you’ve brought back from
trips you’ve taken?

HIGH BRIDGE ON THELOOP, GEORGETOWN COLO.

THE LOOP ABOVE GEORGETOWN

I �WENT OVER THE LOOP�
MAY 23RD 1900
COLUMBIA.
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En el interes de la Senorita Columbia muchos amigos! espanoles (???) en el Estado del Colorada
America. Yo he hablado por ella una cordial resepicion en su viaje al redidor del mundo en
donde quiera que esta Idiones se habla.

Southern Ute Agency
Iguacia Colorado
June 2, 1900

I could not leave the beautiful state of Colorado without calling on the people who
once owned it, so I traveled a day and night across mountains and valleys, arriving at the
Southern Ute Indian reservation in time to witness the regular issue of Government rations to
the Utes. I was introduced to the leading men and women of the tribe and a dance was given in
my honor.

�Columbia

53408 UTES CHIEF SEVARA AND FAMILY Copyright 1899 by Detroit
Photographic Co.

THIS IS THE FAMILY

THAT ENTERTAINED

COLUMBIA SO

ROYALLY ON THE

INDIAN RESERVATION

IN COLORADO.

In the interest of Miss Columbia, there were many Spanish friends
in the state of Colorado in America.  I had planned for her a
cordial reception for her trip around the world, and for wherever
the Idiones dialect is spoken.
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May 19, 1900
Denver, CO

I arrived in Denver Colorado Saturday May 19th and received an enthusiastic
reception.

I was entertained at Trinity M.E.S.S. Sunday 20th where a collection was taken up
for the poor children of India - The little folks caressed and made much of me.

I have been to all the principal Colorado points of interest and am delighted with
the unsurpassed scenery of the Centennial State.

My visit among the Indians was splendid and my trip to the summit of Pike�s Peak
was the most interesting I have yet taken. I have been a long time in Colorado and enjoyed
every moment.

�Columbia

June 12, 1900
Summit of Pike�s Peak, Colorado

Nearly all children know something of Pike�s Peak and its historical associations and
some have heard wonderful stories from your grandparents of how in the year 1849 they left
home in a Prairie Schooner with the words �Pike�s Peak or Bust� painted across the side or on
its canvas covering so that all who read might know that they were bound for the heart of
the Rockies or the land of the setting sun. Some went for the love of adventure, others in
quest of gold, but all were the courageous sons whose fathers before them had forced west-
ward from the Atlantic Coast to the Mississippi River, the march of civilization. They knew
no obstacle.

Trekking their way across the plains wearing at first a patient and then determined
look which later became serious as they scanned the Western horizon. Was it a beacon light
to guide them safely to a harbor of rest that aroused their anxiety?  No, it was the mighty
Pike�s Peak, with its snow capped crest reared above the clouds, overlooking the plains and
standing sentinel over the Rocky Mountain range that was to announce that they had
arrived at the barrier that would put to test their boast � and they made it good for, lo, its
majesty was an inspiration.

Some of you have been more fortunate, having made the trip with your own papas
and mammas in comfort and ease.

 I met one of these  little girls in Boston, who said the stories of Pike�s Peak were
grand, but that the trip to this enchanted spot was a revelation to her of nature�s stupendous
and glorious work. I asked her if she has ever known of a doll making the ascent of Pike�s
Peak, and she said she had not.
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So being proud of my race, and a little vain as most girl dolls are, I decided to confer a
distinction on myself and race we heretofore had not enjoyed by making this wonderful trip. I
have traveled a great deal since leaving Boston and have seen much of interest, but being a
doll, only, I am not expected to express myself, I know. And up to now have not done so for fear of
shocking conventional people who do not think it proper in dolls.

I have had as much experience as most dolls but up to now never knew that we could
speak or show animation except in secret with children whose confidence we have. But this is a
delusion. Any doll can speak on Pike�s Peak. The most dormant will be aroused to exclaim
�Magnificent! Grand! Glorious!�

The evolution is gradual.  Dolls do not receive the power of speech immediately on the
ascent but begin to show animation and attract the attention of passengers about the Half Way
House. From this point up they did not pay so much attention to me, being so much absorbed by
what they saw, but occasionally someone would turn around,  stare and say she must be electri-
cal.

�Oh! See Colorado Springs, Pueblo. Look! the Peak�s 115 miles away � Why, that doll�s
alive.�

But now they no longer wondered at anything so commonplace as a doll showing signs
of life under such conditions. With the wonderful Cripple Creek district and all its life just
beneath them; the Sangre de Christo and Snowy range to the west, high peaks renowned and
proud, protruding their heads as Princess of the range; the Plains spread out below them � In all
a wonderful panorama of 60,000 square miles of the grandest scenery on Earth.

Souls are not only moved but made here where I feel like stopping and looking over the
world instead of travelling so far to see it

I was shown every courtesey and attention by the railway officials and passengers, and
was given a reception on the Summit to commemorate the occasion of a doll�s first visit there-

At Manitou a delegation of children awaited my return and as they continued to arrive
all day, I stopped at the Depot where I received many delegations during the remainder of the
day.

�Columbia

CONVERSATION STARTER:
Miss Columbia’s journal says she could speak and “show
animation” to children who believed in her — and to adults in
special places such as Pike’s Peak, the highest mountain in
the Rockies. Do you think it’s true? Does it remind you of other
famous legends and stories? (For example, Tinkerbelle in J.M.
Barrie’s Peter Pan. )
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July 14, 1900
Los Angeles Cal

Miss �Columbia� the noted American Doll made the News Boys Home a call. The
boys were delighted and many questions were asked - all of which were satisfactorily
answered by the young lady. A vote of thanks was given Miss Columbia for her call � and
wish her a safe return to her mama.

�M.E. Threlheld, President
I think my call among the boys one of the oddest I�ve made. They scorned the idea of

being pleased with a doll, but were interested in my travels.

July 13, 1900
Los Angeles
Miss Columbia arrived in Los Angeles July 13th with a slight cold on account of the frost in
San Francisco but has improved under the bright Sun and cheerful climate here.

July 24, 1900
Coronado Beach, Calif-

I reached San Diego and Coronado
Beach on Sunday July 22 - After a warm time in Los Angeles - The greater part of the week
was spent at Hotel Del Coronado where Uncle Sam and I received every attention and
courtesy, just as if we were really great personages, we are dolls with a mission and the people
evidently realize that.

One of the most delightful afternoons spent by me in my history as a traveling doll of
many months was spent at Coronado Beach, at the New Pavilion. Hundreds of happy children
crossed the bay to call on us and to enjoy the program given in our honor - Our only grief is
that we must hurry on our way & leave this delightful place.

�Columbia

As I contemplate visiting Foreign countries and need the
protection of a strong arm, I have decided to take Uncle Sam along.

He joined me in Los Angeles Cal. July 17th, and will look after
my safety in the future. I am under many obligations to Mrs. Effie Cooly
for providing my escort as I am very proud of him.

�Columbia

HOTEL DEL

CORONADO -
WHERE I SPENT A

HAPPY TIME -
COLUMBIA

Coronado By the Sea.
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July 26th 1900
San Diego
Dear Mrs. Horton,

I have had the happiest time here. This is the place of which Charles Dudley
Warner says that there is one of the most beautiful views in the world and the ocean breezes
have been delightful to me. I had a garden-party given me for the benefit of the Women
and Children�s Home and I have been visited by over five hundred children since coming
here. I shall remember this visit as long as I can think at all, and as I travel on through the
country I find that the world is full of kindly people who live (love?) to do charity. Maybe
sometime I will return � I hope I may.

THESE CHILDREN GAVE A DOLL PARTY FOR COLUMBIA AT THE

HOTEL DEL CORONADO.

MISS COLUMBIA AND UNCLE SAM�S RECEPTION AT

SAN DIEGO CAL. JULY 26TH 1900  PHOTO
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August 10 1900
San Diego, Cal

Today I had a very pleasant surprise when the owner of the International Doll
Collection called at the Wells Fargo office to inquire about me - she having heard on her
arrival from Boston I had been here. I have been delayed on my journey because the
steamships have been taken to carry soldiers by �Uncle Sam� - not my escort from Los
Angeles - but the big government �Uncle Sam� who lives in Washington D.C. and
manages the WAVES [note: the Army�s acronym for female members of the armed
services]. No girls are allowed to go out with these soldiers, not even their mothers or
sisters, so of course I being a doll, they would not take me. I heard some one say if I went to
China I would have my head cut off perhaps - but I don�t believe that, because every
body is good to me and the soldiers would protect me. I might be their �mascot� what ever
that is, some one says - I hope I may go to China and Japan even if I can�t land.

My owner was glad and surprised to see me and greatly pleased to know I had
been so kindly cared for and made so much of. She told me about my little brothers and
sisters in the collection and asked me if I wished to go back to Boston and see them. I told
her I did not for I was having too good a time here and very happy. I shall be very sorry to
leave San Diego where every body has been so good to me and the army of children who
came to see me with their dolls I shall never forget. I am very happy to know so much
money was raised here for the needy little children of San Diego, at my receptions. The
money collected at my receptions on the journey was not to go to Boston as some of the
newspapers say but is used in the place where the collection is made.

I am very proud of my American flag, given me by the little children of the
Orphan�s Home here to take with me on my journey

�Columbia

CONVERSATION STARTER:
Miss Columbia reports overhearing concern that she would be
mistreated in the exotic, unfamiliar places around the world she
planned to visit. When something is unfamiliar and different to
us, should we automatically fear it? How did Miss Columbia
make herself feel better about going overseas to exotic lands?
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Sept 15, 1900
So there seems to be some uncertainty as to when the next China steamer will sail

from here and I have just returned from a prolonged visit to Baja California (Old Mexico)
or(?) the land of �tomorrow� - having spent a good portion of my time there on a back shelf
in one of the stores at Tia Juana - I feel that I must hasten on my journey and will therefore
take tomorrow�s train for the north, where I hope to be more fortunate in my endeavors to
secure passage across the Pacific.

�Columbia

Nov 16, 1900
Portland, Oregon

Much to my surprise on arriving in Oregon, I found no rain had fallen for several
weeks and never before have I enjoyed such perfect Autumn weather. I was to have had a
reception at the Free Kindergarten but owing to the illness of one of the teachers� mother,
I missed that pleasure. Instead of this, the teachers of the Harrison St. School took charge
of me for a week. I visited each of the twenty rooms and found the children delighted with
my visit. They wondered how I could undertake such a journey, even with Uncle Sam�s
protection. I was loathe to leave the School where so many beautiful views could be had
of the city and surrounding hills. I particularly admired the views of Mt. Hood and Mt. St.
Helen�s, so the teachers presented me with pictures of them which I have pasted in the
book for safe keeping. Why the West is called �wild and wooly� I cannot imagine, for I
should certainly enjoy living here. I trust it will be my good fortune to return some day.

�Columbia
November 16, 1900
Portland, Oregon

Arriving at Portland Oregon unheralded, I spent several weeks in retirement.
While not altogether an agreeable experience, and my progress around the world
impeded, it was quite restful, and I was consoled by the fact that �Uncle Sam� was near,
and as completely ignored as myself. Finally the attention of Wells Fargo�s representative
was drawn to our state of forlornness and he at once came to the rescue, and helped make
life worth living. We remained some days in his office in state, holding an informal levee,
and finally we were taken in charge by the pupils of Harrison St. School. During the past
three weeks we have experienced one continual round of pleasure. We have found
Portland a beautiful city of 100,000 inhabitants and a charming climate and we wend our
way on our trip reluctantly. We will start next for Seattle, Wash. where we are assured of
courteous treatment, and perhaps we may soon embark for the Philippines or China.

�Columbia
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Nov. 28, 1900
Seattle Wash.

Arriving in Seattle, the Queen city of the Northwest with 80,000 as population, I
spent a delightful evening with many new friends; telling them my travels and showing the
interesting collection I have made en route. I have been showered with attention � taken
all over the city and now while resting in the Stewart and Holmes Drug Store window I will
make note of what I have seen.

The first thing which greets my eyes is the great Alaskan totem pole, brought from
Sitska from a deserted Indian village. The water front presented the most amazing spectacle
as at one of the wharves lay an Alaskan steamer discharging twenty six boxes of gold dust,
approximately $2,000,000.They promise me a picture of this. I saw the great ocean steam-
ers and ships discharging cargo and loading for foreign ports, learning that ships of the
greatest draft can float at any of the wharves at low tide .

At the Assay Office they told me that $40,000,000 had passed through there from
Alaska in the last three years. On the way to Lake Washington a marvelous growth
presents itself by the innumerable residences in the course of construction.  Seattle is more
than favored by having a three mile streetcar service from Salt Water Puget Sound to fresh
water Lake Washington; it being a body of water 27 miles long and in many places of
unsounded depths. Someday it will be the first fresh water harbor in the world when the
canal is cut through from Sound to Lake. One sees beautiful mountain scenery in every
direction. In clear weather Mount St. Helen�s can be seen in Oregon, Mt. Baker in British
Columbia and Mt. Rainier in Washington.

I have decided to return to San Francisco instead of going to Alaska as they first
intended sending me. This is the poorest time of the year to go North.

(Later)
I have taken the trip to Juneau Alaska much to my delight but on account of other

engagements & embarking for other countries was obliged to return on the same boat
which brought me here. I came by the courtesy of the Pacific Steamship Co.

�Columbia
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July 18th 1901
Los Angeles California

Tonight I leave the �City of the Angeles� where I came from San Francisco to see
some friends from the East & bid them farewell before leaving this Golden State where I
have had a most happy time & hope I have done much good not only in giving pleasure to
many little children but in raising money for their charities, though I do not always expect to
raise money for I often visit hospitals & homes where the little ones have not money to give
but in all these places the loving welcome & Godspeed for my journey has been very
grateful to me.

On arriving at the Van Nuys Hotel in this city my friends remarked that my clothes
had been kept in better order than my face and hands which were indeed very dirty. I told
them I thought this would be had they traveled the long distances I had & been kissed by so
many big folk as well as little ones. At Denver over 600 children kissed & shook hands with
me at one reception where the money raised went to the starving children of India. However
my face & hands have been well washed for my start over the sea so when I get back to
Boston if my face is dirty again it won�t be from this dear old land.

Before leaving the United States I want to thank all the Express Companies who
have so kindly sent me free from Boston, to all the large cities & many other places to the
Pacific Coast, the newspapers who have given me such kindly notices & all the others who
have welcomed & aided me in my mission. I have traveled through all the States in the
North & met with kindness every where, not for my beauty but to show what good even a
little plain rag doll can do, if she tries to make sunshine in the world. Loving friends will
spring up & keep her everywhere.

On arriving in San Francisco I go to the Occidental Hotel to meet Miss Cora E. Fay, a
teacher from Colorado Springs, who with many others are to start on the U.S. Transport
Thomas for the Philippine Is. She has most kindly offered to take me as her guest & in good
times hopes to forward me to China & Japan & from these places I hope to find my way
back via the Mediterranean to New York or Boston c/o Adams Ex. Co. who will send me to
my brothers & sisters The International Doll Collection 482 Mass Ave. Boston.

So many ask me what I am to do when I get back. I expect to spend the rest of my life
either travelling with the Collection or by myself at Fairs or anywhere where I am needed to
aid Children�s charities. My books will go with me & help me tell of my wonderful journey,
many forget to write for me or put tags & notices of places on me or my basket but I hope
everybody will try to do it in some way.
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I am going to stop at the Hawaiian Is. a few days & shall be able to say �aloha� to
them as the little doll of the Collection dressed by the former Queen asked me to do when
I bade her good-bye in Boston over one year ago.

I am glad I am now to travel without my �telescope� bag in which I have been
packed from place to place & I shall be able to see all that is going on around me. I no
longer travel under the care of the Ex. Companies as they do not extend beyond the
Pacific Coast. The �telescope� in which I have travelled will be returned to Boston cov-
ered with tags to show where I have been. I start among total strangers, but am not afraid
that I shall not meet with loving & kind people everywhere & trust my success in my
prospective journey will be as great as it has been the U. States to which I now say fare-
well.

�Columbia
P.S. As I am a girl they say I ought to have a �postscript� in my book of letters, so I add this
one. I find �Uncle Sam� my �escort� is to be left behind, lest the natives of the new coun-
tries to which I am going will think he is come to take possession, which would never do at
this time so I bid him God Speed to Boston to the care of the International Doll Collection
where I shall one day see him again.

�Columbia

July 22, 1901
San Francisco, Cal.

This morning I arrived at the Occidental Hotel - was rec�d by a friendly clerk and
soon met by Miss Fay - with whom I am to cross the ocean. We were friends at once but
had little time to talk over past experiences together but know we will become better
acquainted on our long steamer voyage.

�Columbia

CONVERSATION STARTER:
Why would there have been any concern about Uncle Sam, the
male doll representing the United States, in foreign countries in
1900? Miss Columbia writes of a fear that other countries might
have thought he was coming to “take possession.” What did
she mean?
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July 23, 1901
At Sea

At noon today - July 23 1901 amid ringing of bells, prolonged whistles - both merry and
sad farewells - I sat on upper deck and watched the gap widen and widen below our boat, The
U.S.A. T �Thomas� and the wharf. Soon I felt a quiver � a slight rolling sensation and then I knew
we had really left for lands unknown. But not until we had passed thro� the Golden Gate did I so
fully realize my undertaking. Oh! how far it seemed. All my brothers and sisters of the �Collection�
were left behind and even had I wished to turn back it was now too late. But why should I ever
want to do so. Since my birth it has been planned that I should go round the world, go back to
Boston and my host of friends and tell them the story of my travels so now I must be brave and go
on to fulfill the mission of my life. We have a pleasant state room and all the comforts imaginable.
How glad I am to have the opportunity to cross over on the �Teacher Transport� for I felt sure of
pleasant friends among them.

�Columbia
July 23
Honolulu

This morning we anchored in Honolulu.  The U.S.A. Surgeon gave me a �health cert�, so I
was the only passenger to escape vaccination.  Night before last was �Columbia Night� on board
and Capt. Coulling and Miss Fay introduced me to hosts of my fellow passengers - all of whom I
was delighted to meet.  The Capt. presented me with free Government transportation to Manila.

�ColumbiaJuly 27
Honolulu

Today at noon we left Honolulu, H.I. where we remained as guests for three and a half
days.  In this brief journal I cannot tell of all the pleasures which were crowded into those days.  In
my biography, which I have promised you, I�ll tell you all about the strange and interesting
people, their pretty and quaint customs, their museums, schools, college, flower women and diving
boys.  It is all like a pleasant dream.  From our ship we could plainly see old �Punchbowl� like a
faithful sentinel over the city, which is built up to the very mountain sides.  On the right hand or
on the left I could see �precipitous slopes greener than the greenest emerald, the groves climbing
far up their flanks, the clouds pressing down on their brows, while from the bosom of the clouds
burst half a score of rivulets.

�And like a downward snake, each slender stream, along
the cliff to fall and pause and fall did seem.�

The native girls came aboard to deck our passengers with pretty garlands of flowers.  This
is an unique and beautiful custom of the Hawaiians which all the �Thomas� people adopted while
there.

I passed by the home of the former Queen L who so kindly donated a doll to our family.
The ex-queen now lives quietly at her own home and as we passed by we caught a glimpse of her,
thro� thick tropical shrubbery - enjoying an interesting game of croquet.

C-
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August 3, 1901
At Sea

Today at noon we all went aboard and promptly at 12 o�clock the three long whistles
from the �Thomas� told our many newly made friends at Honolulu that our departure was at
hand and amid waving of handkerchiefs, throwing of long flowery garlands tossing of
bouquets, merry goodbyes - the Thomas again started on her voyage.  �Oh Hawaii, Hawaii
Nei!  Cinderella among nations: a handful of ashes on a coral hearth slowly fructifying in the
sun and dews of an eternal summer.  How lonesome you are and how lovely: and how we
have known you and departed from you long to go back again with the love that is yours
alone.�

The marvelous temperature which is never hot and never cold, the fragrance, so
intense after a shower when the ginger and the Japanese lily seem to distill perfume drop by
drop, the tinkle of the guitars, the spray-like notes dashed from shuddering lute strings, the
irreproachable languor of a race that is the incarnation of all these elements, this is quite as
much as man wants here below - latitude 21o 18� 23� North longitude 127o 40� 45� West and
all this without the asking.

At Honolulu one of the editors asked for a brief story of my travels which was given
him - but I have never rec�d a copy of it and have been told it was possibly neglected - so
failed to appear in paper at all.

�Columbia

August 21, 1901
The Philippines

Today we anchored in Manila Bay, P.I.
What a successful and happy voyage.  No accidents or misfortunes to mar the

continuous pleasure of all on board.  A healthy happy crowd of enthusiastic teachers.  How
anxiously they all watched the appearance of the first faint line on the horizon - which
foretold a speedy landing!  How the decks were lined all day with anxious and expectant
faces peering towards the verdant isles which are soon to become the new field of labor.
May it prove to be a �labor of love.�

At 3:18 P.M. we anchored but none were allowed ashore until inspection by Manila
health officers.

Dr. Atkinson soon came on board to greet us.  What an ideal specimen of fine and
noble manhood.  Tall, dignified, scholarly and of noble bearing, he looked the typical man to
undertake and carry out the great task set for him to do.

�Columbia
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August 22, 1901
Manila

Today was spent on board.  The health officers ordered all passengers vaccinated so
going ashore is postponed for another day and old Manila with its high stone wall, tall church
steeples and queer people still must be viewed from a distance.

�Columbia

August 23, 1901
Manila

At last the day has come to go ashore.  All is hurry and excitement and well it may be
too, for this is a very rough sea and the waves are going higher each hour an with small launch it
takes a long time to carry more than five hundred passengers ashore.  I have already missed
several launches.  I don�t like to crowd and push so that I�d quietly wait for awhile.  How some
people do insist on being first at such times.  I saw one gang plank broken up by the waves
dashing the launch against it - one man fell into the sea, but was soon rescued.  Oh! dear, they
tell me I must come now so I must hastily say adieu to Capt. Coulling, and Capt. Buford, Capt.
Gounod and all the other officers who have been so kind and courteous to me on this my first
long ocean voyage; take a lingering look at the dear old �Thomas� who carried me safely over
and hurry down the gangway, and with the others go ashore.

�Columbia

August 31, 1901
Manila

I am anxious to see all of the Islands I can before returning to U.S.A.  The people here are
very strange. They amble along with queer walks, wear strangely made clothes.  Some of them
wear but few clothes at all.  Some of the women smoke cigarettes and most of the people ride a
funny two-wheeled little cart called a �calais� and another two-wheeled wagon that is used
great deal has two small seats facing the center and this is called a �carmatto.�  We had great
fun first few days trying to make ourselves understood but now that we have learned a few
words of the native languages and a few words of Spanish we are able to go shopping, driving,
etc. without the aid of an interpreter.

The teachers are all very busy getting ready to go to their various places for their new
year�s work.

Miss Columbia
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Sept 1, 1901
Manila, P. I.

Today the teachers all lined up and received a little slip of paper bearing on it the
name of their station.  I sat and watched for a long time and saw some go away with very sad
faces.

Miss Fay told me it was because some were not sent where they had hoped to be,
while others found they were finally to be separated from their most intimate friends.

I was very happy when I learned that we were really to go to Zamboanga for
everyone says it is a delightful pueblo and I hope to be the means of at least teaching �love
and charity� to all with whom I come in contact.

Columbia

Sept. 11, 1901
On board U.S.A. T Buford

In Manila Bay, today we again came on board and are at last bound for our new
home.

We were told to come out to the boat early but Miss Fay had so much baggage to
attend to that we were delayed.  I decided to wait for her so we came out on last launch and
the waves were so high the officers said it would be impossible to lower a gangway.

Do you want to know how I came aboard?
They opened one of the large port-holes and I was hauled up through it.  There were

several ladies too, who came up in the same way.
There had been some mistake about my �pass� so Maj. Jones, the commanding officer

said I must be called a dead-head.
Dear me! What a dreadful name, but they treat me royally so I shan�t worry about

what my ticket says.
Columbia

CONVERSATION STARTER:
Miss Columbia writes that the people of the Philippines are
strange to her. Have you been to a different country than the one
you live in today? Did the people there seem strange to you?
How? How did they seem just like you, too?
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Sept. 14, 1901
On board Buford, Basilan St. Zamboanga

At last we are here but is growing late so we�ll not go ashore until tomorrow.  The
voyage has been very pleasant and I am sorry to part with my many new friends.

The Buford goes directly to N.Y. City by way of Suez and Gibralter but I am determined
to stay away a little longer.

Columbia

Zamboanga, P.I.
Sept. 15, 1901

We came ashore at 2:30 this P.M. and are now all very sad over the news which greeted
us here.  The death of our President, Mr. McKinley was a great grief for all of us.

We are are huddled together in a little nipa cottage but will soon find other quarters.
Columbia

Oct. 1, 1901
Zamboanga, P.I.

For twenty-four hours the big gun boats here in the St. fired salutes every thirty minutes
in memory of the late President.

Zamboanga is a beautiful �pueblo� down on the beach on the southern point of a
peninsula by that name.  Just back of the city tall mountains rise and all about us are cocoanut
(sic) and banana trees.  The natives are very fond of all the tropical fruits.  They are delicious.  I
particularly like the mangoes, guavas, and papaias (papayas) and bread fruits.

In my book-letters I�ll tell you all about how they live, how they cultivate their rice,
raise their fruit, weave their cloth, build their houses and many other things which I�ll not have
time to tell you now.

We have a great deal of rain here this month so I have been obliged to stay in a great
deal.  There is a dear little girl named Clara Dodds who lives at our house and she tells me
stories on rainy days, teaches me new games and together we have jolly good times.

Columbia
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Zamboanga, P.I.
Jan. 5, 1902

What a jolly good Xmas vacation I have had.  First over to Isabela, on Island of
Basilan, then out on �Mahakuna�, a large schooner for a three days visit, then to Christmas
tree for American children in Zamboanga.

Dec. 20, I sailed on chartered boat �Aeolus� for all southern ports of this Island and
had a delightful voyage of a week�s duration.

Columbia

Zamboanga, P.I.
Good Friday, 1902

I�m so frightened today for we had a hard earthquake.  I wondered what it was at
first then when I saw every thing moving from side and heard the creak and groan as it was

twisted about, then I knew it was an earthquake and I
held on good and tight that I might not fall.

Columbia

CONVERSATION STARTER:
An earthquake! Miss Columbia certainly had her
share of experiences during her trip around the
world, didn’t she? Do you know why earthquakes
happen, and what they feel like, when they do? How
could you find out?

GOOD FRIDAY, 1902, JOURNAL ENTRY.
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Zamboanga, P.I.
June 23, 1902

At last my pleasant two-months vacation is ended and Miss Fay must commence her
work again and since it isn�t at all proper for a young lady like myself to travel unchaperoned,
I�ll not take another trip for some time.  Perhaps to China and Japan then or else to Australia.
Every day the cable grams tell us of so many deaths from Cholera in Manila that we spent most
of our vacation in the Southern Is..

First we went on �Butuan� to Iloilo where we stayed one day, visited some old �Thomas�
friends and then drove out to the �barrio� where the natives weave the fine and exquisite �Jusie�
cloth.  How very interesting it all was.  Next day we sailed for Cebu and stayed there for a single
day.  Took a drive but the day was so extremely warm I was glad to stay indoors at hotel most of
the day.

At last we sailed for home having been gone a week.  I had scarcely gotten rested when
we decided to go on chartered transport �Borneo� to southern ports of Mindanao.  We went
directly to Davao spent one day there then left for Makar.  There are few Americans at Davao
and most of the natives there are �Bagobas.�  Back in the mountains are many pagan tribes of
whom I will tell you more at another time.

Mt. Apo, a volcano, is very near Davao and can be plainly seen.  Makar is typical army
post.  The tents are pitched on the banks of a pretty sparkling brook and the wide spread
branches of a few gigantic banyan trees afford some shade to the poor soldiers there.  We were
invited for a horse back ride by officers which ended very sadly for one in our party, so had to be
given up.  That night we again sailed from Z - and arrived here after a six days pleasant voyage.

The last trip was on the �Butuan� the boat famous for �garlic� and �hard biscuits�.  I tho�t
I�d certainly starve but by getting good meals at the different posts I could better fast while on
board.

First on this trip we again went to Makar then to Malabang  Last Christmas when at this
post, I little dreamed of the fame it would have attained long �ere this.  Every one in the States
knows of the bloody war fought at Camp Vicars - just back and Malabang, and on this trip up to
quarters - I saw wounded men hobbling about by aid of canes or crutches.  How many homes
were saddened by news of wounds or even death - after that hand to hand conflict at Lake
Lanao.  From Malabang, with its tented hills, the homes of heroes, we went to Pavang Pavaug,
which is a Moro word meaning grassy-grassy.

A few hours to discharge a slight cargo and we again streamed on to Davao where we
remained a couple of days then back to Zamboanga, very tired of a ten days stay on board the
�Butuan� and glad of the comforts of our own cool �casa.�

Columbia
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Zamboanga, P.I.
August 1st, 1902

A recent letter from my God Mother, Mrs. Horton, has made me anxious to again go
home, home to brothers and sisters, friends and loved ones, to awaken from the lethargy
which inevitably seizes one in the tropics and again enter active life, begin again the work
which I so long ago attempted, the happy work of helping needy little ones, feeding and
clothing orphans, making the little cripples and invalids happy and scattering sunshine
everywhere.

Columbia

Zamboanga, P.I.
We have just learned that the U.S.A. T. McClellan is soon to leave for U.S.A. and my

friends here think it a splendid chance for my return voyage if transportation can be pro-
cured.

Columbia

Zamboanga, P.I.
August 20, 1902

Happy news!
The McClellan has been ordered here and it may be I�ll at last get back to U.S.A.

again.
She is now in quarantine at Manila and when out has orders to come directly to

Zamboanga.
Columbia

CONVERSATION STARTER:
Could Miss Columbia really have felt anxious to go home again?
Do you suppose that it was really Miss Fay, her traveling compan-
ion and the probable writer of these entries who was feeling a bit
homesick at the time? What other clues in the journal can you find
about the ways Miss Fay might have been feeling?
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Zamboanga, P.I.
One year ago today I went ashore in Manila.  What a happy and profitable year it has

been for me, but now that there are prospects for my home-going, I am excited and await
anxiously the coming of the boat to have my fate decided.

Columbia

Zamboanga, P.I.
Aug. 27th, 1902

The McClellan arrived at noon of the 25th.  Last night Miss Fay went aboard to arrange
for my state room.  I remained at home on account of being tired.  The pupils of the city schools
today celebrated �Columbia Day� and so many shook my hand, and bade me goodbye that I
was very tired.

Now that my departure is so near at hand I really feel very sorry to leave Zamboanga.
All here have been so good and kind to me.  Both the military and civil officers have extended
every courtesy possible to me and I shall always remember Zamboanga and the good people
here with gratitude and love.

This morning so many of the little Filipino children came to again say goodbye to
�Columbo� as they call me, that I at last consented to have my picture taken to leave with them
as a farewell token.

Soon no more San Juan Days - when we all had such jolly fun.  No more �processions�
and �Fiestas,� no more the constant ring of old �Ave Maria� calling her children to worship and
chiming the Vesper time, no more jaunts to the Mts. or bathing in the river.  No more queer
games with Rosa, Donesia, Ciriasa, Concelencion as of yore, no more fright over cholera or small
pox, but all these things will exist in memory only and I, after a two or three month voyage by
sea and a short journey by land will again greet all the �home folk� and tell them of love and
good wishes sent them by both Americans and Filipinos of Zamboanga.

Columbia
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Zamboanga, P.I.
Aug. 27, 1902

At first the thought of this long voyage, all alone, appalled me but as has always
happened a good friend comes to one in need and when I first met Capt. Nye of the
McClellan I knew in his care I�d at last safely reach America.

He was very cordial and has promised my friends here that I shall have every
comfort enroute.  I am delighted with the prospect of sometimes going ashore and know I will
see many strangers and interesting people on the three continents I visit.

Columbia

Zamboanga, P. I.
How I hate to say good-bye to Clara, her mamma, and Miss Fay.  We have been so

happy here all year in out little island home and now I am the first to leave.  May we meet
again at another time, again talk over the happy year here, all live to return to our native
land, the land we love, America.

Columbia

Zamboanga, P.I.
Aug. 27/02

I reported on board the U.S.A. T. McClellan at 7:30 pm. will make a short stop in
Misamis, P.I. and Manila where I hope to go on shore to make a few calls. Thence I will go
Hong Kong for a visit before starting home on my long journey.

Columbia

Aug. 29/02
We sailed from Zamboanga at 3:10 P. M. for Misamis.  Pleasant weather smooth sea

we are skirting the coast as I can see the lovely scenery.
Columbia
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Misamis
Aug. 30/02

Arrived at anchor at 6:10 P.M.  I think this is a very pretty place for it has a very large
bay with deep water and the Captain told me plenty of rocks and reefs which were not pleasant
for him.

Columbia

Misamis, Mind (possibly an abbreviation of Mindoro or Mindanao), P. I.
Sept. 1/02

I went on bord  Transport Trenton and spent the eavning with Capt. and Mrs. Cole.  I had
a loverly visit with Misses Margaret and Glades Cole they were very nice to me.

Columbia

Sept. 2/02
Sailed at 6 A.M. for Manila.  Weather fine with strong N.W. wind head sea.  I am enjoy-

ing life and am very happy.
Columbia

CONVERSATION STARTER:
To make the journal easier to read, we have corrected spelling
errors and punctuation problems. (We’ve left the original spelling
in the September 1, 1902 entry on this page.) But it’s clear that as
Miss Columbia left the Philippines and Miss Fay behind, the writ-
ing changes. What clues can you find in these entries that they
were written by someone other than Miss Fay?
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Sept. 2, 1902
I have had so much seafaring life that there wasn�t a great deal of novelty in the trip

from Misamis to Manila.  We were along the west coast of Luzon and here and there passing
through the narrow channels which separate the many islands one from another.  The scene
was a beautiful one and entirely different from any I have ever witnessed before.  I had
hoped that we would reach Manila during the early part of the afternoon, but the wish was
not gratified and it was near seven P.M.  When we dropped anchor just outside the end of the
break water.  The Quarantine officers do not visit ships which arrive in the harbor after
sunset, so there was little for me to do but retire and wait the coming of day and the officer
who has the say so as to whether we will be allowed to go ashore or not.

Sept. 5, 1902
�This has been my busy day.�  Information was brought on board at an early hour

that we were to take on a small quantity of coal and proceed to Hong Kong.  I was extremely
anxious to make this trip, for it is not at all likely that I will ever be in this part of the world
again.  Of course, I couldn�t just stay on board to go like a stowaway.  I had to go to the office
of the Chief Quartermaster of the Division of the Philippines and get a permit.  I must be a
privileged character for my slightest request is granted without a word of complaint.

Sept. 6, 1902
We did not get away from Manila till late this afternoon.  We had a fine crowd of

passengers...about 30 in all.  Army officers and their families.  The wives and families of Civil
employers of the �Insular� Gov�t. and others.  All anxious for a cheap trip to China and to do
a little shopping in a place where the merchants are not onto the American rule of �Do the
other fellow before he does you� as is the case in Manila.  The usual amount of sea sickness
was in evidence among the passengers but the trip was a short one and they were all able to
leave the ship on the first launch. We arrived at Hong Kong on the evening of September
9th and we all went ashore to have a look around.
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Bright and early this A.M. I went ashore. Hong Kong is the name of the island.  Victoria
of the city.  It is a British possession and a comparatively recent acquisition to the English
Domain.  In less than 25 years the city has grown to be one of the greatest shipping marts of the
world, ranking with such ports as Liverpool, Hamburg and New York.  Laying at anchor near the
�McClellan� were ships from all parts of the world.  It is surprising how much nearer one feels to
home here than at Manila.  Passing up the street from the pier one of the first objects to attract
one�s attention is a large sign of the Canadian Pacific R.R. Co. over their office.  The Northern
Pacific also have an office near.  Other names familiar to us are seen on all sides.

What the Railroads are to Chicago, St. Louis, Boston and other American Cities, such
are the steamship lines to Hong Kong.  This the great distributing point for all this far eastern
country, and one has no idea of its magnitude till they have visited its great ports.

People whom I visit seem very hospitable, and seemed anxious that I should enjoy my
stay in all there was to be seen and leave with a good impression of the city and its people.  The
strange sights are too numerous to mention, but a few of the most striking.  I see women who had
been subjected to the foot binding process from infancy till their feet were not feet at all but
mere stumps and they walked like one with a peg leg.  It is an almost barbarous process and I am
told is slowing dying out in China.  How the women do what seems to me to be more than their
share of the hard manual labor.  They help to row the boats in the harbor, carry brick, mortar,
stone and water around buildings in course of construction.  Maternal duties are not allowed to
interfere.  Mothers will strap an infant on their back, in much the same manner as an Indian
Squaw carries her papoose.  Then the little one hangs.  If it slips its little head falls from side to
side till you would think its neck would be broken.  It must be a case of the survival of the fittest
for a youngster that can pass the time till he is able to shift for himself must be able to endure
most any hardship in after life.

A view of Hong Kong from the harbor is a beautiful sight and one long to be remem-
bered.  There are business blocks, Hotel buildings and residences which would do credit to any
American city.  The style of architecture is peculiar to this city alone.  I have not seen the same at
any of the other cities visited.  The English people have a way of doing everything which is
peculiar to themselves.  It may be slow from an American point of view, but when it is finished it
is Right.

CONVERSATION STARTER:
Miss Columbia is surprised and intrigued by some of the Chinese cus-
toms she sees during her visit. What do you suppose would surprise a
visitor to your country the most — someone who had no idea what to
expect when he or she got there?
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On board the
transport McClellan
Sept. 11, 1902

I left Manila in charge of Captain Nye.  We were bound for Hong Kong where the
transport was to be docked and repaired for the journey to New York some weeks later.  I
suppose I must say I liked Hong Kong, but really sometimes it was dreadfully slow.  I visited
the American Consul and was treated with all consideration.

Sept. 16th
I went aboard the �Fatshau� at six o/c P.M.  Very soon we were crossing the bay, and

at 9:30 P.M. we entered the Canton river.  We disembarked at 8 o/c next morning.  Our
guide came with sedans chair to take us through Canton.  I was very much surprised to see
that human beings could exist in so much dirt.  The streets were so narrow that two chairs
could scarcely pass, and several times there was a collision and the top of my chair was
knocked awry.  We visited the execution grounds and several jails.  The temples were
somewhat interesting.  At noon we went to the five storied pagoda where lunch was served.
This place was very interesting:  our guide informed us that the pagoda was eight hundred
years old, and very it looked it.  We had a splendid view of the city seeing one solid mass of
roofs.  In Canton, not a ray of sun shine is allowed to penetrate, and when ever it does, mats
are stretched across from roof to roof.  Our party registered at the pagoda, and we bade it
goodbye, leaving by a path way composed of steps only three or four inches thick.  We saw
many things of interest, but I breathed a sigh of relief when the gong clanged and once more
we were afloat.

Columbia
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Sept. 20th
We were all on board at an early hour today and at about the middle of the afternoon

we were off for Manila.  Most of us good and tired after the [unclear word] of the past ten days
and all loaded down with purchases of beautiful things which may be had in China at such
small cost.

We were all glad of the opportunity afforded for rest, but some were too much sea sick
to enjoy the quiet.  I have to laugh at my fellow passengers for sea sickness never affects me the
least bit.  But I am such an old sailor now.  One gets used to most any thing and I suppose they
would all get over being sea sick if they went to sea long enough.

Sept. 23rd
We were in Manila harbor at an early hour this A.M. but when the health officer came

on board he discovered some irregularity in our clearance papers from Hong Kong and none
from the ship were allowed to land but the ship and all on board were sent Marivales - the
Quarantine Station - to be fumigated.  Hong Kong is supposed to be an infected port.  The idea
of a pest-hole like Manila where you can get anything from Measles or Mumps to Plague and
Cholera quarantining against as clean a city as Hong Kong.  That�s a joke Ha! Ha!  But we went
to Marivales and in the evening we were again at anchor in Manila Harbor.  As we sail for New
York on Sept. 30th I will be rushed to death getting transportation and making my arrange-
ments for the long voyage.

CONVERSATION STARTER:
Why did sea sickness never affect Miss Columbia “the
least bit”? Do you suppose the writer of these journal
entries was a little jealous of her during these moments
at sea?
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1902 Oct. 1st
At 3:45 P. M. we were underway for New York City.  As we steamed slowly out of

the harbor we were given a farewell salute from each of the many ships in the harbor.  Three
long blasts from the whistle said �Good-bye�  and we returned each one.  We were followed
for some distance by the harbor tugs on board of which was some friend or relative of one or
more of my fellow voyagers.  I feel that I am really started toward home now. Although
going by the Suez Route will take me near a month longer on the journey.  But there is a
great deal to see.  In this day one is not �much traveled� if they say �I have visited England,
Germany, The Alps or St. Peters at Rome,� but if they say �I have been in China, Japan,
Colombo or historic Malta� you know they have been out of the path of the ordinary tourist
and have seen sights as beautiful and interesting as they but different.

We were all disappointed in not having Gen. Chaffee and his wife with us on the
journey.  They had expected to return this way, but Mrs. Chaffee�s health prevented her
taking such a long voyage.  We have a very nice crowd on board, about forty in all.  There is
plenty of room on board and every one is made quite comfortable.  As is usually the case in
the early part of a voyage, sea sickness was very in evidence.  It can�t be too rough for me.  I
am an old sailor.  From Manila to Singapore is 1386 miles (nautical).  This distance we expect
to cover in about five days.  The �McClellan� is not the swiftest craft afloat, but she can be
depended upon to put near three hundred miles behind her each twenty-four hours.

1902, Oct. 7th
We were anchored in the open sea off the City of Singapore at about seven o�clock

last evening.  It was too late for the Health Officer to visit the ship so we all had to content
ourselves with the sight of the vista of lights of the city and harbor.

At an early hour this morning we were cleared by the Quarantine Doctor and all
were allowed to go on shore.  A notice had been posted that the ship would sail on the
morning of October 10th.  This gave us three full days in which to explore the many interest-
ing [unclear word] of this Malay metropolis.  Landing at Johnson�s Pier, where every person
who visits the city and who has arrived by steamer, must enter the city, we are surprised at
the beauty of the nearby buildings.  The Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Co.�s Building,
and that of the Post Office and Army and Navy club, being particularly attractive.  Getting
in a �ricksha,� we were soon in front of �The Raffles Hotel� of which Kipling says �Traveler
take warning.  When in Singapore dine at Raffles.�
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Singapore is another of the possessions of the British Crown that has grown from a
savage island to one of the greatest shipping marts of the world.  Founded by Sir Stamford
Raffles February 6�, 1819 in four months it was a thriving city of 5000.  Its growth has been
remarkable till today its population numbers near 250,000 persons and it is the principal city of
the Malay Peninsula, as well as one of the most important cities of the Orient.

Tiffin was had in the large, cool dining room.  After that had been finished we drove to
the Botanical Gardens and the Palace of the Sultan of Johor.  The temperature here is fine and
remarkable when one remembers that they are almost on the equator, being only a little more
than sixty five miles from the line which seems to be synonymous with heat.

While in Singapore I was royally entertained.  Met a number of the people from
America who are connected with the Missionary work here.  Was invited to visit the Methodist
Mission Schools, but lack of time prevented my doing so.  The United States Consul, Mr. Will-
iams of Rochester, N.Y. was particularly kind to me and entrusted himself in introducing me and
explaining my mission.

Oct 10�
Like the Arab folds his tent and steals away so with the first light of dawn we stole out

of Singapore harbor.  When I came on deck we were out of sight of the city, but had the land in
view on either side.  Our course was to the north and west through the Straits of Malacca.  Years
ago this was a dangerous passage to make because of the Malay pirates who infested these
waters.  Stories of the barbarous cruelty inflicted on the women are to be heard and read about.
From Singapore to Colombo, our next port, is 1680 miles.  There is little novelty on ship board
and we were all settled down to the routine of every day life.
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Oct. 15�
This morning we were steaming along the South and west shore of Ceylon.  The day

was a beautiful one and scene was highly interesting.  We passed Point De Galle at about 9
A.M. and were anchored in the harbor at six P.M..

Colombo is a beautiful city.  The streets are wide and shaded by beautiful trees.  In
the business center the buildings are very pretty.  The residence portion of Colombo is very
beautiful.  It is called �The Cinnamon Garden�.  It was here that Bishop Heber got the
inspiration for his beautiful hymn which has been sung in every part of the world where the
Christian Religion is taught:

�From Greenland�s icy mountain
From India�s coral strand
And Ceylon spicy breezes, etc.�

Of all the spots visited during my travels through the Orient, that of the Galle Face
Hotel at Colombo is the most beautiful.  I felt that I would like to remain here indefinitely.
The Hotel is reached from the business portion of the city by a drive of about a mile and a
half right along the sea shore.  When one white crested billow, followed by another, with
ceaseless regularity, breaks right by your side and as you ride along you are fanned by the
cool and refreshing breeze from the vast expanse of ocean.  The waves of the ocean wash the
very foundation of the hotel.  An interior court, which overlooks the ocean is a dream of
tropical verdean beauty.

Oct. 17�
We all went up to Kandy today.  Kandy is the ancient capital of the island of

Ceylon.  To the Singhalese it stands in the same relation as Granada to the Moors.  Here it
was that the tribal chiefs took up their position and made their last stand for liberty and
independence.  England has held the Island of Ceylon since 1802 (the treaty of  Amiens) but
the Dutch were in possession of for 138 years prior to that time and the Portugese ahead of
them for 153 years and it is only within a comparatively short time that anything more than
the sea coast could be brought to acknowledge the sovereignty of any foreign power.
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Situated eighty four miles to the interior and at an elevation of 1500 ft. above sea level
the location of Kandy is most picturesque.  Surrounded on all sides by towering mountains their
sides to the very summit - covered with a wealth of tropical [unclear word], a lake in the very
midst of the town fed by a mountain stream make the place a fairy land of beauty.  Nor is the
trip from Colombo to Kandy less beautiful.  The bold and rugged grandeur of the mountains and
valleys is the equal of any thing I have ever seen.  All through the up land country tea is the
staple production.  It is here that the vast estate of Sir Thomas Lipton is located.  I see the product
in all of its stages from the green busk to the small square tins packed ready for shipment and
immediate consumption.  Here in Ceylon we can buy Lipton�s Best Broken Orange Pekoe [tea]
for one Rupee per lb.

It is said that the Botanical Garden at Kandy is the most beautiful in the Orient.  It is
certainly the most beautiful of any I have visited.  Here at Kandy I had my first sight of an
elephant used as a working machine.  Not the same as we use a horse, for he will do the work of
many horses, nor as a traction engine is used, for he will go where an engine could not be taken.
In mining and lumbering he does the heaviest and hardest kind of work.

Columbia

Sunday, Oct. 19th
I came on board last night with the other passengers.  We had seen about all of

Columbo that a harried visit would allow.  Few cities of similar size can show a more varied
mingling of the human race than is to be found here.  During a walk through the business section
I met men in fezes, men in hats, men in turbans, men in pith coats, men in trousers, men in boots,
men in great red or yellow slippers, men in nothing at all but the burnished livery of the sun.  In
all this has been one of the most interesting cities I have visited in my travels and I would not
have missed it for a great deal.

CONVERSATION STARTER:
Here in Ceylon, near India, Miss Columbia writes of seeing
elephants used as “a working machine.” What other clues can you
find in these writings from India about the ways people live there?
How were their lives different from yours?
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At five thirty P.M. we steamed slowly out of the harbor.  The bow of the ship turned
toward the setting sun and we were once again on our homeward journey.

From Columbo to Aden is 2130 miles and from Aden to Suez 1310 miles.  As we are
to make the run from Columbo to Suez without calling at Aden, this is the next longest run of
the entire voyage.  That from Gibralter, via the southern route, being about 1200 miles
farther.  Malta and Gibralter quarantine against Aden, Suez and Port Said so we will not be
allowed to go on shore at either of the ? places.  Add 86 miles, the length of the Canal, and
940 miles, the distance from Port Said to Malta, and you will find that I am now beginning a
journey of 3466 miles.

Monday, Oct. 27�
We were abreast of Aden at an early hour this afternoon and later passed the Island

of Perim.  Aden and Perim are both English possessions.  A small garrison is kept at either
place.  Each are one of the chain of outposts - which encircle the globe - and which England
maintains for the protection of her vast commerce.  Not only does �the sun never set on the
British domain - but the evening gun fire resounds around the world.�

Oct. 31�, Friday
This afternoon we entered the Gulf of Suez.  The land was in plain view on either

side.  To the left is Egypt and the land of Goshen, the latter not in sight, but I know that a few
miles to the westward, across the waste of desert sand, is the land of the Pharoahs from which
the children of Israel started on their long pilgrimmage to the Promised Land.  Directly to
the right is Mount Horab and Sinai and all the country made historical by their 40 years
wanderings, where Moses received the Law.  The Lord rained manna, and Aaron smote the
rock with his rod.  Before reaching Suez we must have crossed the place where the waters of
the Red Sea parted for the Children of Israel to cross, and where the army of the Pharoah was
destroyed.

It seems a bit strange that all this country, which was the scene of so many of the
most important events and teachings of the Bible - should have been, within such a short
time after the birth of the Savior, wrested solely and completely from the hands of the
Christians and have remained so to this day.  The Star and Crescent has been able to hold its
own over the Cross.
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Nov. 1st
Today I passed through the Suez Canal.  Until a few years ago this was the engineering

feat of the age, but it is dwarfed today by such undertakings as the London, or Boston, or New
York under ground railways.  The canal is eighty six miles long, has a surface breadth of from
seventy two to three hundred feet and a uniform depth of twenty four feet.  Work on the con-
struction of the Canal was begun on April 11�, 1859 and it was not completed & opened for
traffic till November 16� 1869.  One of the hardest problems to be met during the course of its
construction was the supplying of fresh water to the small army of men employed.  The construc-
tion of a canal at this point was no modern conception.  Herodotus tells of the work done and the
lives lost and the abandonment of the project.  The Venetians at a later day did some work at it.
Napoleon caused surveys to be made but it remained for Ferdinand De Lessips to devise and
carry out a plan which now connects Continental Europe with the Orient by a water route
shorter by months in time and thousands of miles in distance to be travelled than before its
completion.

It cost one ship nearly five thousand dollars to pass through this eighty six miles of
waterway.

Columbia

Nov. 2nd
We reached Port Said at 3 AM.  Was not allowed to land.  At 7:15 AM we were on our

way to Malta.

CONVERSATION STARTER:
Miss Columbia writes with pride about the “engineering feats of the
age” — the Suez Canal and the subway systems then being built in
London, Boston, and New York. What are the engineering feats she
should write about in the year 2000? What would you want a reader in
the year 2100, a hundred years from now, to read about as the con-
struction marvels of our time?
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Nov. 6th
We arrived at Valletta Malta last night at about 8 o�clock.  It was dark.  This morn-

ing when I came on deck I was treated to a sight radically different from any I have seen in
my travels.  We were at anchor in the small but splendid harbor of Valletta and surrounded
by a great many of the ships of the British Navy.  There were more than thirty of the First
Class battle ships anchored in sight.  Valletta is on the Right hand as you enter the harbor,
but one has to be acquainted to know where one town ends and the other begins for the
harbor is completely surrounded.

Without doubt this is the most historical place I have visited.  The Phoenicians are
supposed to have been in the islands B.C. 1519.  In 736 B.C. the Greeks annexed the island
and gave it the name of Melita.  The Carthaginians expelled the Greeks, and at the conclu-
sion of the struggle for supremacy between Carthage and Rome, Malta became part of the
extensive dominions of the latin power.  In 484 AD. the vandals gained possession, and from
that date till the end of the eleventh century the island was a haunt of Arab and Saracen
pirates.  In 1530 the island was handed over by Charles V Emperor of Spain to the Order of
St. John and from that date is closely identified with the Knights of St. John and Malta and
the greater number of the sights of interest are the relic (sic) of the prosperous government of
the Knights.  Probably the item of most importance to Christiandom is that the Apostle St.
Paul was ship wrecked here when on his mission to the Romans.  St. Paul�s Bay is one of the
show places of the island and is always pointed out to visitors.

A monument marks the spot where this boat was beached and where the landing
was made.  On Sept. 3rd 1798 the island was surrendered to Napoleon, who entered the city
and looted it of its more valuable relics, all of which went to the bottom of the sea, for the
frigate laden with the spoils was sunk by a British man of war.  The French only held control
for two years, when Great Britain established a protectorate and the Treaty of Paris made it
a fort of the British domain.

Relics of all these different dominions are to be found in the museums and in the
architecture of the city.  St. Johns Cathedral, the Catacombs, St. Paul�s Bay, the Palace of the
Grand Masters and the museum were all visited and our three days were entirely too short.  I
should like to remain here a month.  The U.S. Consul at Valletta, Mr. John H. Grants is from
our town of Boston and has just returned from a visit there.  He did all that he could to make
my stay here enjoyable, and it was.

Columbia
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Nov. 12
We reached Gibraltar this A.M. at eight o�clock.  We have all heard of the strength of

the Rock of Gibraltar.  It is used as a figure of speech to represent the extreme of strength and
safety, but it must be seen to have a correct idea, and the seeing only adds to the former opinion.
I went ashore this morning and spent the day sightseeing.

The city of Gibraltar is comparatively small.  It is built along the side of the rock, and the
streets running .... to the bay may be driven over, but those in the opposite direction are up the
steep hillside and one must walk.  Some are merely a long flight of stone steps.  We visited the
[unclear word] which are only a long tunnel through the rock with openings looking out over
the sea, the bay and Spain.  Behind each opening is a high engine of destruction with rows of its
death dealing fuel piled high on either side.  This is the strategic position which insures
England�s control of the Mediterranean.  The combined navies of the world might exhaust their
ammunition against this rock with little or no effect.  England has stored in the vast recesses of
the rock supplies sufficient to subsist a garrison of 5000 men for five years.

I took a drive across the . . . grounds, or no man�s land into Spain.  Nothing more than this
drive is needed to convince one of the prosperity and enterprise of the British and the deca-
dence of Spain.  From the clean and well kept city of Gibraltar to the filth and squalor of La
Linea.

Even though I have only been over the border I can say I have been in sunny Spain.

I heard that a party was to leave the ship next morning, November 20th, for the purpose
of making a visit to Africa, and although it was to start at an extremely early hour, I decided to
go.  The Captain kindly had the launch ready for us, and as soon as breakfast was over we were
conveyed to the Spanish steamer, reaching there just in time to get aboard before she started.
The morning was very fine, the air crisp, so we staid (sic) out on deck in order to enjoy the beauti-
ful scenery as we sailed out of Gibralter harbor, and along the Spanish coast.  We first went to
Algeciras, a prosperous town on the Spanish mainland opposite to Gibralter.  It is here that the
rail road, which goes through Spain to Malaga, Cordova, and Granada has its terminal.  The
town of Algeciras is most attractive to one viewing it from the harbor, and many of us wished we
could go ashore and view the sights in this modern Spanish city, but time would not permit, so
we were soon steaming down the coast, enjoying a long distance view of Gibraltar and the hills
of Sunny Spain.  Nestling here and there among the hills could be seen quaint little cottages,
surrounded by farms, and people by most picturesque and interesting individuals.
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Block houses, looking like miniature feudal castles were interspersed here and
there throughout the hills and mountains.  After reaching the city of Tarifa we took a
straight course across to Africa, arriving off the town of Tangier about ten o�clock in the
forenoon.  Here we were met by small boats, and conveyed immediately ashore, where our
guide conducted us to the Continental Hotel.  This modern structure was quite a surprise to
us, as we did not expect to see such a commodious hostelry in this part of the world.  The
Hotel is located on the edge of a high bluff, with a balcony overlooking the town.  Before
luncheon we took a look from this balcony out over the city and the bay.  The city itself is a
pretty place, composed entirely of brick and stone houses, calcimined (sic) many bright
colors, with narrow streets, turreted buildings, and a continuous noise and clatter of donkey-
boys and camel-men, urging their beasts of burden up and down the many steep hills
throughout the city.

Luncheon over, we all mounted our donkeys, and under the direction of an official
guide, proceeded to see the sights of this interesting capital of Morocco.  We visited the
principal shops, the market place, where the camel-men were sitting around, vending their
wares, snake charmers amusing large audiences, and the ever present water carrier, with his
pig skin bag filled with his stock in trade.  We then rode out into the outskirts of the city,
visiting the residences of the ministers accredited to this country.  Of course we were struck
by the fact that few women were seen upon the streets, and those we did see were almost
entirely enshrouded in white flowing robes, with the smallest possible opening for the eyes.
Our donkey-boys could all speak English, so we were able to learn many interesting things
about these people.  The streets, above all things, were most interesting.  They were narrow,
crooked and hilly.  In places two donkeys could not pass, and very frequently houses were
arched over the street, so that the passenger on the road went through a miniature tunnel.

The ladies of our party visited the harem of the Sultan of Morocco.  This interested
me exceedingly.  We saw about a dozen ladies, all dressed in Moorish costume, with gar-
ments of silk and jewels.  They were very beautiful and seemed to be contented and satisfied.
Some of us purchased lace and embroidery work which they made.  One is required to pay
an export duty on articles taken from the country, and the tariff commissioner sits at the
entrance to the dock, and tells each traveler, as he leaves, how much duty he will have to
pay upon the articles he is taking with him.  We decided to remain over night at Tangier,
and I am very glad we did, for after dinner we visited coffee houses and restaurants and saw
how the native moorish men pass their leisure hours.  These coffee houses have a band or
orchestra, composed of three or four violins, a tamborine, and something which resembles
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cascanets.  The men sit flat upon the floor, with legs crossed, where they smoke and drink coffee,
and frequently play cards while listening to the music.  The coffee which is served to you by a
native in fancy dress, is very black and sweet.  Having had a tiresome day I retired early in order
to be fresh for another donkey ride in the morning.  Soon after breakfast on the following day we
set out on donkeys to ride through another section of the city, extending our tour to the outskirts
of the city where we saw huts of the poorer class built at the edge of the desert.  These huts are
cone shaped, and constructed of neppa  and straw, thatched with cactus.  They cover a ground
space of about a hundred square feet.  We saw several fine Arabian horses which attracted the
eye of the Officers in the party, and even I wished for a small one to drive in a pony cart.  We
were shown the residence of a wealthy American, who lives in Morocco, and most of us thought
it about the prettiest residence we had seen.

The soldiers of the Sultan are commanded and drilled by an ex-English officer, who is
gradually getting them into good conditions.  Their uniform consists of blue cloth, trimmed in
red, with red turbans.

While we were at the hotel a wedding party passed, which interested all of us because
it was so different from any thing we have at home.  It amounted to a street procession, headed
by a band of music, with the bride and groom and relatives and friends following.  The bride was
riding in something resembling a sedan chair, and the groom who was some distance from her,
was riding a horse.

We were told that they were going to visit one of the friends of the groom, but just why
this should be, no one could tell us.  After an early lunch we started back to Gibralter, reaching
our good ship McClellan about four in the afternoon.

CONVERSATION STARTER:
Miss Columbia and her companions were clearly fascinated by their
trip into northern Africa. Can you read these diary entries carefully
and then create a drawing, painting, or diorama of the scenes they
saw? Think about including the coffee houses, the snake charmers
and other merchants in the marketplace, the women covered in white
flowing robes, and the passing wedding party.
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Saturday, Nov. 15
At 5:00 o�clock this morning I am again at sea, and plowing through the sea to the

westward.  I am so happy to think I am so near home, for the Captain - who has been my
guardian during this long voyage - has told me he would send me to Boston very soon after
our arrival at New York.

I will have such a long and interesting story to tell of my travels and the sights I have
seen.

Leaving Gibraltar our course will be to the south and to a point just north of Ber-
muda, then to the N.W. into New York.  The sight of Scotland light will be a welcome one.

Nov. 19
Up to today we have had fine weather.  Everyone had sort of a horror of reaching the

broad Atlantic, for at this season of the year storms are not infrequent.  It blew a little today
and we may have some rough weather before we reach port.

Nov. 25
Have passed through a pretty stiff blow.  Old sailors say it might have been worse,

but this is quite enough for one, thank you.  We are all counting the days and speculation
has been at a high pitch as to when we would reach New York.  I have guessed that we will
pass quarantine - on the afternoon of November 29�.  Some of those on board have been
away from their homes and friends for a longer time than I, others not for so long, but we will
all be happy to again be among our friends.  The pleasure of the most interesting travel is
always increased by the meeting of those we love.

Columbia
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Nov. 30�
We reached an anchorage off Liberty Station last evening, but too late for one to go

ashore.
Excitement was at a high pitch last evening, friends and relatives came on board, and it

would do your heart good to see the meetings.
The Captain has told me he would send me at once to my friends in Boston.  I am one of

the poor unfortunates who have hosts of friends but none who would or did inconvenience
themselves to welcome me at New York.  I am sure of a warmer and heartier reaction when I
meet my friends of the International Doll Collection in Boston.  I am to go by New York and
Boston Express and hope to be with you in a few days.

Columbia

New York, Dec. 23/02
My Dear Columbia

It is with pleasure I have had you as one of my passengers for a part of your long voyage
around the World.

I will now send you to your Friends in Boston where I know you will be received with
open arms.

With best wishes and compliments of the season.
Very Respt (sic)

Capt. WE Nye
U.S.A.T. McClellan

pier 13 E. River

CONVERSATION STARTER:
Miss Columbia reports that everyone “had a horror” of reaching
the Atlantic with its frequent storms. Travel by sea was dangerous
in 1900 — but did she and her traveling companions have any
other choices? If you were planning an around-the-world trip
today, how many methods of travel can you think of that were not
available to Miss Columbia in 1900?
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[Noted in the Journal: Columbia arrived by the Adams Express Co. and was delivered at
482 Mass. Ave. on December 25th, much to the surprise and delight of her owner, who had
heard nothing from her for months except a postal from Colombo Ceylon on Oct. 19.

Columbia left April 12th 1900 from Manager C.S. Spencer�s Boston office of the
Adams Exp. Co. and was returned by him Thursday Dec. 25-1902 to the owner, Mrs. E.R.
Horton after an absence of 2 years and about 8 months � almost exactly 1000 days.  At
home at last in dear old Boston after a journey by land and sea of many thousands of miles. ]

Boston, Dec. 26
A happy journey it has been, everybody so good and kind. I have made dear friends

of young and old.  Helped to raise money for the needy.  All seemed to vie with one another
to give me the very best time.  Was ever a little doll so lucky as I - and all owing to the
kindness of not only the Express Co. who started me, but all others into whose hands I have
fallen - to one and all I tender my heartfelt thanks and wish for everyone the kindness to
them they have bestowed upon me.

Columbia

MISS COLUMBIA�S TRUNK UPON HER ARRIVAL IN BOSTON.

BANNER WELCOMING MISS COLUMBIA BACK TO

BOSTON, DECEMBER, 1902.
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Background
This activity provides a preview and baseline for your students� experience with Around the World with
Miss Columbia. Use it to prompt them to speculate on what their own community and life around the
world was like 100 years ago. Make sure you record their responses (or that they do) in a way that can be
preserved until the end of  your Miss Columbia observance. You and your students will want to return to
these original responses after having undertaken the other activities and see how well�or not so well�
they did in the beginning!

Getting Started
Ask students what they know about the turning of  the century and the millennium. Test their
knowledge of  time by asking them to define the words �century,� �decade,� and �millennium.�
Introduce the idea of  marking the turn into the year 2000 by becoming part of  history them-
selves�by hosting a visit from a remarkable world traveler (or at least following her journey
with interest).

Talk with students about Miss Columbia and her 1000-day trip around the world at the outset
of  the 20th century. Without reading excerpts from her journal (yet), ask students to wonder
aloud about what she found during her trip: how she traveled, how she and her �escorts�
communicated with her owner back home,  and how she might have been welcomed by
strangers in exotic lands.

© How much do your students know about life in their community a century ago?
© How much do they know about the people and the places Miss Columbia visited then�or

is in the process of  visiting now?

These are the questions that lie at the heart of  the entire Around the World with Miss Columbia
adventure.

Putting Yourself
in Miss Columbia�s Shoes

What would it have been like to travel with Miss Columbia around the
world exactly 100 years ago?

Objective: Set the stage for your Around the
World with Miss Columbia experience by asking
students to brainstorm what the voyage would
have been like a century ago.

CURRICULAR FOCUS:
SOCIAL STUDIES

GRADE LEVELS: 2-6
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Procedures: Solving a History Mystery
1. Divide the class into teams of  four students each. Tell them they are crackerjack histo-

rians who�ve been asked to solve an historical mystery: how in the world could
a doll have journeyed around the globe in the year 1900?

2. Challenge each team to describe what Miss Columbia�s original jour-
ney might have been like. Brainstorm with the entire class some
categories of  questions they�d have to consider�but make sure you
end up with a list of  categories that includes most of  the questions
presented in the Box below.

3. Each team should then meet for half  an hour to come up with its most imaginative
but plausible description. Teams can then present their ideas to the rest of  the class.

4. Have the class as a group decide on the most plausible and imaginative descriptions of
Miss Columbia�s first journey. Record them so that you can come back to them later.
Promise the class that you�ll do so after the entire unit is finished.

How Did We Do That Then?

Your student teams will need to consider (among other things)
how, in 1900, we:
© Traveled (by car? plane? train? horseback?)
© Communicated (by phone? mail? fax? email? telegraph?)
© Knew about foreign lands (through TV? radio? newspapers?

word of  mouth?)

PUTTING YOURSELF IN

MISS COLUMBIA�S SHOES
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Comparing Life in 1900
with Life in the Year 2000

Part 3 of  this Interdisciplinary Guide offers activities organized around a com-
parison of  life at the outset of  the 20 th century, and life today � 100 years later.

The activities are divided into three sections as follows:

Section 3.1 A �Set-up Activity� for all of  Part 3

Section 3.2 �Life at Home, Then and Now�: activities that focus on
the everyday lives of  children, ages 6-11.

Section 3.3 �In the News, Then and Now�: activities that focus on
larger societal themes, such as developments in Commu-
nications and Transportation and changes in the names
and political status of  countries around the world.

Several activities in both Part 3 and Part 4 call for classes to be divided into smaller
student workgroups or teams of  two to four students each. Some teachers may want to
consider creating �project teams� of  students that will stay together for the length of
their participation in the Around the World with Miss Columbia project.

Part 3
THEN

AND NOW:

3.1THEN AND NOW
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Timeline of  the Century

How can you make the climactic final century
of this millennium come alive for students in your
school?

Objective: Create a school-wide, year-long timeline project that will help students
understand the great changes society has undergone over the past 100 years.

Background
This will be the only opportunity in your (or your students�) lifetime to mark, celebrate, and
understand the turning of  one century into another. How can you create a project big
enough to take full advantage of  that opportunity? By engaging the whole school in a year-
long, visual project that will inspire and build student engagement month by month and
topic by topic. Around the World with Miss Columbia provides a highlight and a personal con-
text for your timeline, but the timeline activity can (and probably should) begin before you
focus your attention on Miss Columbia and extend long afterwards.

The key to the �Timeline of  the Century� activity is the extent to which it can become
student-driven. Depending on your own circumstances, you may decide to involve only
certain grade levels or classes. But once their research and display responsibilities become
clear, students should take charge of  the content and design of  their assigned topics.

Getting Started
This outline suggests one way of  structuring a schoolwide �Timeline of  the Century,� but there are many
ways of  accomplishing the same ends by adapting what you find here to individual classrooms or single
grade levels. In any case, however, as a school-wide project�a theme, really, for the entire school year�
the activity requires school-wide buy-in from teachers in all participating grade levels. Before announcing
the project to the school community, you�ll need to meet with all participating teachers, enlist their support,
hear their ideas, decide upon an organizing structure for the timeline (see Box on page 62), set deadlines,
and ensure that everyone is ready to take the plunge.

Most students in grades 4 and above will be familiar with the idea of  timelines, but participating classes in
younger grades may want to do some �practice timelines,� perhaps tracing activities through the days of  a
week or children�s activities during summer vacation.

$
Materials
The sky�s the limit on this one! The more different kinds
of  art materials your students can work into their timeline,
the more impressive it will be when finished.

CURRICULAR FOCUS:
SOCIAL STUDIES

GRADE LEVELS: 2-6
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Procedures: Launching Your Timeline of  the Century
1. Tell students at an all-school assembly (or through individual classrooms) that they are

going to celebrate the turn of  the century by creating The World�s Greatest Timeline. It
will have to be the world�s greatest, in order to fully capture the world-shaking, life-
changing events of  the past 100 years. Let students know that they will be in charge of
designing and creating the timeline; that much of  the work will be done in individual
classrooms and then joined together in a central display; and that the sky is the limit as far
as how big this timeline can grow. Challenge students to create something they will
remember for the rest of  their lives.

2. Work with your school�s art teacher and some older students (the fifth or sixth grade
leader�s club or honor society, if  you have one) to create a basis or framework for the
display. Part of  the fun will be seeing the framework fill up over the course of  the year.
Consider using the walls of  your school�s hallways, the gym, or auditorium.

3. The project can become wonderfully interdisciplinary, weaving history, language arts,
science, fine arts � literally every discipline, since it is intended to examine the major
trends of  the 20th century. Try to take advantage of  this opportunity by involving all of
your school�s specialists in art, music, physical education, library science, world languages,
and computer technology.

4. Build momentum for the project so that it culminates during Miss Columbia�s visit (or, if
your school is not hosting a visit, during a time when you give Around the World with Miss
Columbia a special observance). Take time out at other times during the year to admire the
growing timeline at school assemblies and parent open houses. When it�s completed,
consider staging a special �Celebrating the Century with Miss Columbia� event at your
school, inviting students to guide parents and community members through their part of
the timeline.

TIMELINE

OF THE CENTURY
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One Way to Organize Your Timeline
This table presents some theme ideas for your �Timeline of  the Century.� Collectively, they
represent one way to divide up and analyze the major trends of  the 20th century. You and
your colleagues will need to decide how you want to divide and assign timeline responsibili-
ties to students. Issues to be determined include the following:

© Should individual classes or grade levels take on a given theme and follow it
through the century? Or should they become �experts� in a given decade across
all of  your timeline�s themes? Or �yet another choice � should they become
experts in a given culture and region of  the world, to extend your timeline�s
coverage beyond U.S. borders?

© How should the themes be determined? Should students play a part in suggesting
themes and deciding how the school should address them?

© Should every class be given a different topic? That would ensure that each class�s
displays would contribute in a different (i.e., without undue repetition) way to the
timeline. But choosing this route can mean more work � and a much bigger
timeline!

1900�s 1910�s 1920�s 1930�s 1940�s 1950�s 1960�s 1970�s 1980�s 1990�s
HOW WE LIVED
� Daily Life at Home
� Sports, Culture, and Pastimes
� Common Professions

THE NEWS
� National Events
� Events Around the World

HOW WE GOT HERE
� Communications
� Computers
� Transportation & Energy
� Science & Space
� Medicine & Healthcare

WHAT WE CARED ABOUT
� Understanding Our Diversity
� Changing Roles for Women
� Taking Care of  the Earth

Our School�s Timeline of  the Century!

TIMELINE

OF THE CENTURY

(Imagine this Timeline spreading across hundreds of  feet of  hallway wall space in your school.)
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Writing a Journal�
the Old-Fashioned Way

Can your students write diary entries and newspaper accounts the way
they might have been written a century ago?

Objective: Students practice reading, writing, and comprehension skills
by trying to mimic the century-old language of  Miss Columbia�s
original journal.

Background
Styles of  writing (and speech) change over time. People speak and write much differently
today than they did 100 years ago. This may seem intuitively clear to adults, but may come as
a surprise to some children � after all, it is the same language. Studying the differences and
trying to mimic outmoded patterns can help students become more sensitive readers and
writers.

Materials
© Paper and pencils
© Copies of  the �In Her Words, and Yours� student handout (see page 66)
© Other samples of  different styles of  writing (see Box below and Procedures

on the following page)
© Student notebooks or journals (if  they already keep one)

CURRICULAR FOCUS:
ENGLISH, LANGUAGE ARTS

GRADE LEVELS: 2-6

3.2.1

3.2.1

$

Getting Started
Explain to students that people who speak, read, and write the same language (such as English) don�t
always speak and write it in exactly the same way. Have students ever seen a movie set in historical
times and noticed differences in speech? Ask them to brainstorm different �forms� of  English.
Some ideas:

 © Spoken English (ask about the use of  slang) vs. written English (how is it different?)
 © English in England vs. English in the United States
 © Highly academic English vs. �newspaper�-reading-level English
 © English in old times vs. English in the present

Note: Students in grades 2 and 3 will find it a challenge to mimic old styles of  speech in their writing,
but they are not too young to appreciate and discuss differences in styles of  speech.

LIFE AT HOME

THEN AND NOW

DIARY
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Procedures
1. Ask students to write a diary entry describing a visit to Oregon. They should

note the perfect fall weather and describe a visit to a school with beautiful
views of  surrounding mountains, and where they meet children from twenty
classrooms. Encourage them to let their imaginations go.

2. Distribute the �In Her Words and Yours� (see page 66) handout and ask
students to read Miss Columbia�s description of  her trip to Oregon (as
penned by one of  her traveling companions). Can students pick out phrases
and vocabulary words that seem different from those in more common use today? What
else do they notice that�s different from their own diary entry?

3. If  students seem interested, have them read sections from Miss Columbia�s journal,
included in Part 2 in this Interdisciplinary Guide.

4. If  you and/or your students have made any visits to a local museum or historical society
and uncovered samples of  old diary writings or newspaper accounts, have students read
them aloud. Ask them to say in their own words the same meaning imparted by the old
writings.

5. Ask students to try to write a short essay in the style used by Miss Columbia. They might
write:

© A journal entry about a favorite trip they took;
© A newspaper account of  a sports event, concert, or other news story;
© A letter to a friend.

When they�re done, ask them to describe what makes this form of  writing different from the
way they would have written it, using their normal style.

WRITING A JOURNAL�
THE OLD-FASHIONED WAY

3.2.1
LIFE AT HOME

THEN AND NOW
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Getting Help from Local Sources

For this and many other activities that are part of  Around the World
with Miss Columbia, you can add a local dimension by tapping the
resources of  local libraries, museums, or historical societies. You
may, for example, be able to find:

© Letters or diaries from people living in your town or city
100 years ago;

© Newspaper accounts of  events back then;
© Artifacts, including old photographs, that can give students

a better picture of  what life was like;
© Municipal histories that describe what your town or city

was like;
© People who have become experts in your town or city�s

history and who would be willing to be interviewed or to
visit your school.

Your town or city hall will probably have a record of  any official historical society, and your
local librarian will also be a good resource for ideas on conducting local research. If  your
community isn�t 100 years old, consider choosing the oldest nearby community or investiga-
ting whether there might have been a different community (i.e., a Native American one) on
the site at any time before the present town or city began to take shape, and make that the
focus of  your research.

3.2.1
LIFE AT HOME

THEN AND NOW

Inventing New Words
Students in grades 4-6 may enjoy the book Frindle (Andrew Clements, Aladdin Paper-
backs, 1996), which tells the story of  a young boy who invents a new word for �pen�
which � somehow � becomes popular across the nation. It�s an entertaining story with
good lessons about the ways the language we use can change � and sometimes for the
strangest reasons!

Resource Tip

WRITING A JOURNAL�
THE OLD-FASHIONED WAY
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In Her Words, and Yours

Portland, Oregon
November 16, 1900

Much to my surprise on arriving in Oregon, I found no rain had fallen
for several weeks and never before have I enjoyed such perfect Au-
tumn weather. I was to have had a reception at the Free Kindergarten
but owing to the illness of one of the teachers� mother, I missed that
pleasure. Instead of this, the teachers of the Harrison St. School took
charge of me for a week. I visited each of the twenty rooms and found
the children delighted with my visit. They wondered how I could un-
dertake such a journey, even with Uncle Sam�s protection.

I was loathe to leave the School where so many beautiful views could
be had of the city and surrounding hills. I particularly admired the
views of Mt. Hood and Mt. St. Helen�s, so the teachers presented me
with pictures of them which I have pasted in the book for safe keeping.
Why the West is called �wild and wooly� I cannot imagine, for I should
certainly enjoy living here. I trust it will be my good fortune to return
some day.

�Miss Columbia

3.2.1
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          An Entry
from  Miss Columbia�s      Journal
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WRITING A JOURNAL�
THE OLD-FASHIONED WAY
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TIME MACHINE!

What if you were hosting Miss Columbia way back then?

Objective: Students learn about local history by researching,
imagining, and assembling a plan to �host� Miss Columbia at
their school in the year 1900.

Background
Throughout Miss Columbia�s original journal, there are nuggets of  information about the
schools and children she visited during her travels. One way to lend more meaning to your
school�s participation in Around the World with Miss Columbia is to ask children to go back in
time � to try to understand how their commemoration of  Miss Columbia might have been
different 100 years ago than it is today, and how it might have been the same.

Materials
© Diary entries, newspaper accounts, photos, and other artifacts

describing life in your community 100 years ago
(see Box on page 62 in Activity 3.1.1).

© Other materials as required by the student teams
(see Procedures, next page)

CURRICULAR FOCUS:
SOCIAL STUDIES

GRADE LEVELS: 2-6

3.2.2
LIFE AT HOME

THEN AND NOW

$

Getting Started
After you�ve discussed with students your school�s current participation in Around the World with
Miss Columbia, explain that in this activity they will pretend to be hosting the original Miss Co-
lumbia during her voyage 100 years ago.
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Procedures
1. Divide the class into �committees� of  three to four students each. Each committee will

be assigned to a special topic to research and plan as part of  this 1900-style celebration
of Miss Columbia.

2. Write the topics on the blackboard or an easel pad, adding your own topics or sugges-
tions from the students if  you like. Brainstorm with the class about things that might
have been different in 1900. For example:
© How would your school have found out about Miss Columbia in the first place, back

in 1900?
© How would Miss Columbia have been delivered to your school?
© What would the school have looked like back then? What would be missing that is in

the school today?
© What would students be wearing to an official ceremony celebrating Miss Columbia?

What would teachers be wearing?
© What kinds of  events might have been part of  such a ceremony? What sorts of

things would have been impossible back then?

3. Assign student committees to individual topics (or allow them to choose, if  possible).
Each committee should have a different topic. (See next page for suggestions.)

4. Ask each committee to conduct research, using the materials you�ve gathered or others
they can produce themselves, into their topic in the year 1900 in your local community
(or nearest community of  that age). Then have them write up a plan describing what
they would contribute, within their topic, to the ceremony honoring Miss Columbia in
the year 1900. Have each committee present its plan to the rest of  the class.

TIME MACHINE!

3.2.2
LIFE AT HOME

THEN AND NOW

Activity Tip

Have It Both Ways
If  your school is hosting Miss Columbia, consider holding a two-stage ceremony � one that is
contemporary to our times, and one that represents the ideas of  students on how they might
have staged such a ceremony 100 years ago. What better or more dramatic way to bring home
the differences (and similarities) between life then and now?
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Possible Topics for 1900-Era Committees

© Food Committee: It should be fairly simple (with a librarian�s help) for students to track
down some recipes from the past.  Have them prepare something simple to share with
the class, along with some decorated �menus� describing what sort of  celebratory feast
they might have prepared for Miss Columbia?

© Music Committee: Perhaps your school�s music teacher could help with this one.
Students will need to explore not only what sort of  music might have been played in
1900, but how it would have been played. (Ask: would they have been able to play
records, tapes, or CDs?) The Music student team might try to prepare a brief  musical
presentation for the rest of  the class, or play a tape of  ragtime piano music, which was
popular in the early years of  the 20th century.

© Event Committee: What would the ceremony have been like, honoring Miss Columbia?
Who would have spoken? Would students have played a significant role? Perhaps the
Event Committee could write up a short speech using the language of  1900 (see Activity
3.2.1) and present it to the class. Interviews with elder community members who were
students in the early years of  the 20th century would be especially helpful for this
committee.

© Logistics Committee: This committee would grapple with issues having to do with
transporting Miss Columbia and communicating with Mrs. Horton, her owner, back in
Boston. How would they have accomplished these tasks back in 1900?

© Publicity Committee: How would the school have gotten the word out to the commu-
nity in 1900 about the visit of  Miss Columbia? Did community members and parents
visit schools as much as they do today? What communications tools (telephone, newspa-
per, TV, radio, Internet, posters, flyers, �town criers,� etc.) would they have had access to
in 1900?

TIME MACHINE!

3.2.2
LIFE AT HOME

THEN AND NOW
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CURRICULAR FOCUS:
SOCIAL STUDIES

GRADE LEVELS: 1-4

Gifts for Miss Columbia:
a History Mystery

Can your students spot the presents that could (and could not)
have been given to Miss Columbia?

Objective: Younger students, acting in teams of  �museum
history researchers,� learn about historical periods by exam-
ining gift items and placing them in or outside of Miss
Columbia�s era.

Background
Miss Columbia was showered with gifts during her 1000-day trip around the world. These
offerings are interesting symbols of  the cultures and the time period they represent. Younger
children, especially, will be curious about many of  the items still being exhibited with Miss
Columbia at the Wenham Museum in Massachusetts today. In this activity, they have a
chance to pick out items that could possibly have been given to her during her travels, and
distinguish them from other �red herrings� that could not possibly date from her time
period.

Materials
© Copies of  the �History Mystery� student handout sheets (pages 73 & 74)

� enough to provide one set for each student or team of  students.

3.2.3
LIFE AT HOME

THEN AND NOW

$

Getting Started
Explain to students that wherever Miss Columbia went on her travels, her hosts presented her with small
momentos to carry with her. Each item was supposed to represent something unique about that particu-
lar culture or part of  the world. Part of  the fun of  this activity lies in guessing which items presented on
the �History Mystery!� pages really were given to Miss Columbia, and part lies in investigating where
those gifts came from.

(Teachers: see page 75 for a key with the answers to the handout pages.)

What�s Your Gift to Miss Columbia?

If  your school is hosting a visit from Miss Columbia, you might use this activity as a jumping-off  point to
consider what sort of  momento you can offer her. Refer to Section 1.6 for information on what kinds of  items
you can present to her and how you should ensure that they end up back in the Wenham Museum�s permanent
exhibit on Miss Columbia�s journey.
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Procedures
1. Divide the class into �historical research teams� of  two to four students each. Explain

that they are famous museum researchers who have been asked to solve a history mys-
tery. Somehow, a trunk containing precious artifacts from the century-old voyage of
Miss Columbia around the world has been combined with several other trunks of
miscellaneous items from the museum�s collections. The researchers now need to use
their historical knowledge and research skills to differentiate the authentic Miss Colum-
bia gifts from the other items.

2. Ask each team to give itself  a name.

3. Distribute the handouts to teams and get them started. Explain that they should circle
the items they believe do date back to Miss Columbia�s trip.

4. While teams are working, write brief  descriptions of  each item on the blackboard or an
easel pad. Create a matrix (see Box below) showing each research team�s name.

5. When teams are finished, call out each item and place a check under each team reporting
that it believes that item is a genuine artifact from Miss Columbia�s trip.

6. When you�ve run through the entire list, use the answer key to determine which items
could have been given to Miss Columbia in 1900-1902, and determine which team did
the best job of  analyzing the presents. Its members can be your museum history stars for
the day!

A HISTORY MYSTERY

3.2.3
LIFE AT HOME

THEN AND NOW

Team A Team B Team C
Doll ______ ______ ______

Telephone ______ ______ ______
Pizza ______ ______ ______

Coffee Grinder ______ ______ ______
Girl�s Bicycle ______ ______ ______

Rollerblade ______ ______ ______
Sewing Machine ______ ______ ______

Soda ______ ______ ______
Calculator ______ ______ ______

Baseball Card ______ ______ ______
Toy Top ______ ______ ______

Box of  Popcorn ______ ______ ______
Fast Food (Hamburger, Fries & Cola) ______ ______ ______

Iron ______ ______ ______
Gyroscope ______ ______ ______

Toy Airplane ______ ______ ______

Scoring the Teams� Findings

SAMPLE
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History Mystery!

Circle each gift you think could have been given to Miss Columbia during her first trip around the
world. Remember � it was 100 years ago!

A HISTORY MYSTERY

3.2.3
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A HISTORY MYSTERY

Cola
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Answer Guide

A HISTORY MYSTERY

(ANSWER GUIDE)

3.2.3
LIFE AT HOME

THEN AND NOW

Doll ...............................Then
Telephone ...............................Then

Pizza ...............................Now
Coffee Grinder ...............................Then

Girl�s Bicycle ...............................Then
Rollerblade ...............................Now

Sewing Machine ...............................Then
Soda ...............................Now

Calculator ...............................Now
Baseball Card ...............................Then

Toy Top ...............................Then
Box of  Popcorn ...............................Now

Fast Food ...............................Now
Iron ...............................Then

Gyroscope ...............................Then
Toy Airplane ...............................Now
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CURRICULAR FOCUS:
SOCIAL STUDIES, GEOGRAPHY, MATH

GRADE LEVELS: 2-6

3.2.1

3.3.1

$

IN THE NEWS

THEN AND NOW

Find Miss Columbia!

She�s lost! Can your students find Miss Columbia, using
century-old communication techniques?

Objective: Students learn about communication tech-
nologies and world geography while trying to pinpoint
Miss Columbia�s location, somewhere in the world in
the year 1901.

Background
It�s true: Miss Columbia, for a time during her first voyage,
was believed to have been lost in the Philippines. Her owner,

Mrs. Elizabeth Richards Horton, of  Boston, Massachusetts heard nothing from her travel compan-
ion there, Miss Cora Fay, for close to nine months. It�s a small miracle that, considering how many
different forms of  travel she used, and how many traveling companions provided her escort, Miss
Columbia wasn�t �lost� a few more times � or even lost permanently.

Part of  the problem, of  course, was that communicating around the world in the year 1900 was
nowhere near as instant, inexpensive, or easy as it is today. The telegraph had come into fairly
common use during the latter half  of  the 19thcentury, but the telephone (invented by Alexander
Graham Bell in 1876) was still a technology in its infancy.  When Miss Columbia was in the Philip-
pines in 1901, her traveling companions heard about the assassination of  President William
McKinley a day later, presumably by telegraph. Nowadays, of  course, news of  such impact would be
flashed around the world in a single instant.

The key to the development of  the communications industry was the use of  codes to represent
meaning. Samuel Morse is best known for his development of  Morse Code, the system of  �dots�
and �dashes� that became widely used on national and international telegraph systems. In the 20

th

century, of  course, the most important communications development has been the development of
the binary code (simply 1 and 0, or �on� and �off �) as the basis for all digital technology.

Materials
© Level 1 (grades 2-4):

- Copies of  (or access to, on a blackboard) the Morse Code alphabet.
© Level 2 (grades 4-6):

- Copies of  (or access to, on a blackboard) the secret coded message
provided below.

© Level 3 (grades 5-6):
- Copies of  the �Two Bits, Four Bits� activity developed by and

reprinted with permission from the National Science Foundation.
(Note: see this activity on pages 82-84 for other required materials.)
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FIND
MISS COLUMBIA
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Getting Started
This activity provides three different levels of  complexity as follows:
© Level 1 asks students to use Morse Code to determine where in the world Miss Columbia can be

found.
© Level 2 sets a somewhat more challenging course, asking students to crack a number code in order to

find her (and then create their own number/letter code, if  they like).
© Level 3 offers a challenging activity that will acquaint students with the fundamentals of  digital tech-

nology � not inappropriately timed, considering the digital nature of  the �Y2K� challenge facing the
world as it turns the corner towards the 21st century.

Procedures: Level 1
1. Divide the class into teams of  three to four students each. Tell students that they are

communications experts, brought in by Mrs. Horton, Miss Columbia�s owner, to help
find the doll, which has been lost for several months.

2. Create a Morse Code display either on a blackboard or easel pad in the classroom, or
copy and distribute copies of  the Morse Code alphabet provided here (see Box for Level
1).  Ask the class whether they�ve heard of  the Morse Code and discuss with them its
importance in history and the way it was used to communicate messages via the tele-
graph. (They may be familiar with the international distress signal, SOS:  dot-dot-dot,
dash-dash-dash, dot-dot-dot.)

3. Tell them that a mysterious Morse Code message has been received at the Boston West-
ern Union station, and that they are to try to decode the message using the Morse Code
alphabet. Write the mysterious message on the board and let them go!

4. When the message has been decoded and Miss Columbia found, extend the activity by
asking each team to pick a place anywhere in the world, encode it using Morse Code, and
ask all of  the other teams to try to decode their message. For a real challenge, have
students pick out a clue to a real place to which Miss Columbia traveled (using her
journal), and have the student teams encode that clue. Then, other teams will not only
have to decode the message, but search through the journal to find the place it repre-
sents.

5. When they are being transmitted, dots represent short beeps, clicks, dings, or signals, and
dashes represent long ones. Consider making the activities even more realistic by using a
soundmaker of  some sort to transmit the signals.

Answer to Mystery Message, next page: She is at the Rock of Gibraltar.
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3.3.1
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Morse Code

A • — N — •
B — • • • O — — —
C — • — • P • — — •
D — • • Q — — • —
E • R • — •
F • • — • S • • •
G — — • T —
H • • • • U • • —
I • • V • • • —
J • — — — W • — —
K — • — X — • • —
L • — • • Y — • — —
M — — Z — — • •

The Mystery Message:

• • •   • • • •   •        • •   • • •        • —   —         —    • • • •    •

• — •   — — —   — • — •   — • —          — — —   • • — •

— — •     • •    — • • •     • — •    • —    • — • •    —    • —   • — •

Level 1

STUDENT HANDOUT
COPY AND DISTRIBUTE
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Where is Miss Columbia?
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Procedures: Level 2
1. This activity has the same �set-up� as the Level 1 activity, but instead of  using Morse

Code, students will have to crack a code matching numbers with individual letters of  the
alphabet. You may want to do the Morse Code activity first, to acquaint students with
this kind of  signal coding and decoding, before moving to this one.

2. Divide the class (if  you haven�t already done so) into teams of  three to four students
each. Ask the teams to draw up lists of  codes that we use today. Some examples include
zip codes, telephone numbers, social security numbers, area codes, sign language, state
abbreviations � even stoplights are a form of  coded signal. Can students figure out
what they all have in common? (Answer: each uses a coded language in which symbols
represent a message or piece of  information.)

3. Tell students that Mrs. Horton has once again brought them in to help her solve a new
clue as to the whereabouts of  Miss Columbia, lost somewhere in the world. The clue has
come in the form of  a cipher � a coded message. Their job is to crack the code and help
her understand the message.

4. The coded message (which appears in the box on page 81) appears to be in the form of
a number code, where each number stands for a certain letter in the alphabet. For
practice with this form of  code, students might use the simplest one (A = 1, B = 2, etc.)
to code and send a short message to each other. To crack the coded message, they will
have to try out different possibilities. If  children are stumped, offer these suggestions.
Some number/letter codes:

© Simply reverse the alphabet (Z + 1, Y = 2, etc.)
© Use a simple arithmetic formula, for example adding a value of  1 to the simplest

number/letter code (A = 2, B = 3, etc.)
© Use the simplest code (A = 1), but play tricks with the position of  the letters in each

word (for example, reversing them).

5. Give them the coded message and set the teams on their way. Once a team has cracked
the code, make sure it doesn�t divulge the secret to other teams; the fun (and learning)
comes in cracking the code yourself ! (Hint for the teacher : the code involves a simple
doubling of  a straight number/letter code, so A = 2, B = 4, etc.) If  students find this
code too easy, encourage them to create their own number/letter codes and try to stump
their classmates.

FIND
MISS COLUMBIA

Answer to Secret Coded Message, next page: The code is a straight number-letter code with the number doubled
(i.e., A=2, B=4, C=6, etc.).  The answer is: ON A SHIP IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC.
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The Secret Coded Message

30 28 2 38 10 18 32 18 28 40 16 10

28 30 36 40 16 2 40 24 2 28 40 18 6
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Where is Miss Columbia?
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Procedures: Level 3

This activity is presented in its entirety as a reprint of  the National Science Foundation
activity, �Two Bits, Four Bits,� from NSF�s National Science & Technology Week materials
for 1997. The Wenham Museum would like to acknowledge the contribution of  NSF to this
Interdisciplinary Guide and express its appreciation.

Teachers can relate the activity to the Around the World with Miss Columbia project by using the
same �Find Miss Columbia!� strategy. See the �Extensions� section in the reprint, and ask
students to create a number/letter code using the binary system, and then challenge each
other to code and decode messages relaying the location of  Miss Columbia using that
system.

TWO BITS,
FOUR BITS
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(first nsf  page)

TWO BITS,
FOUR BITS
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(second nsf  page)
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CURRICULAR FOCUS:
SOCIAL STUDIES, GEOGRAPHY

GRADE LEVELS: 4-6
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Follow the Trail of
Miss Columbia!

Using the journal for clues, can your students
create a world map of her 1000-day journey?

Objective: Students learn geography and mapping skills while analyzing Miss Columbia�s
journal and creating a map of  her trip.

Background
Miss Columbia�s route in 1900-02 took her around the world in a westerly direction, traveling largely
by rail and by steamship.  There were plenty of  moments during the journey when Miss Columbia�s
next move was clouded by uncertainty: Would she be allowed to �board� a ship leaving the U.S. and
bound for other nations? Would she ever make it out of  the Philippines, where she stayed for many,
many months?  Would her ship be quarantined at a foreign port, making it impossible for Miss
Columbia and other passengers to disembark?

It can be a fascinating exercise to think about different routes one might take to travel around the
world. Eastward through Europe and Russia? Westward? Why not south through South America and
back up north through Africa, or Australia? In this activity, students sit down with a world map and
reconstruct Miss Columbia�s original journey. They can also keep track of  her current journey on the
same map and compare the two.

Materials
© Copies of  a world map (one is provided here on a student handout sheet on

page 90, but you may want to substitute a larger one if  you have it), one for each
team of students

© Miss Columbia�s original journal (one copy for each team or student, if  possible)

Getting Started
Ask students how they would go around the world if  they could. Where would they want to go? How
could they see everything they want to see? How would they travel? How long would it take? Write down
some of  their responses on the blackboard or on an easel pad; you may want to refer back to them at the
end of  the activity.

Let students know that in mapping Miss Columbia�s original journey, they�ll be pulling clues out of  her
journal and expressing the trip in a different way: visually, rather than with words. While they�re doing
their mapping, ask them to keep in mind the original question of  how they might have chosen to travel
around the world. Will they change their mind after exploring in detail the route Miss Columbia took?
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Procedures
1. Divide the class into teams of  three students each. Each team will be composed of  three

specialists: a geographer, a travel expert, and a keeper of  the log.

2. Pass around a copy of  Miss Columbia�s journal to each team, along with a copy of  the
world map. Ask them to use the journal to trace Miss Columbia�s original journey. They
should make their map of  the journey as complete as possible. That means they may
want to come up with color-codes or other ways of  communicating the following items:

© How long did Miss Columbia take between points along her journey?
© How did she travel along different legs of  the trip?
© How long did she stay in each destination?

3. All three team members can examine the journal together for clues. To ensure active
participation from each member, special assignments can be given to each one during the
�analysis�: the geographer watches especially closely for clues as to Miss Columbia�s
direction and location; the travel expert reads for clues as to her mode of  transport; and
the keeper of  the log keeps track of  elapsed time. Each expert can come up with his or
her code to signify on the map Miss Columbia�s westward progress.

4. Once all teams are done with their mapping, have them compare maps with each other.
Do they all match up? Where do the differences lie? Are the differences due to mistakes,
or to inconsistencies in the journal?

5. Now ask each team to consider how it might circle the world today. How would they do
it differently from Miss Columbia? Ask them to create a trail for their proposed journey,
using the same codes and signals that they invented for Miss Columbia�s.

Tracking Miss Columbia�s Current Journey

You and your class can follow Miss Columbia�s progress
on her website (www.wenhammuseum.org). Consider
posting a world map with the original journey displayed
on it, and with weekly or monthly updates added to show
Miss Columbia�s progress around the world on her
centennial voyage.
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CURRICULAR FOCUS:
SOCIAL STUDIES, MATH, SCIENCE

GRADE LEVELS: 2-6
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Faster. Faster! Faster!!

What travel technology will win the race around
the world? It�s the tortoise and the hare all over
again � or is it?

Objective: Students representing the century�s dominant forms of  travel race each
other around the world, learning important history lessons and practicing math facts
in the process.

Background
No technology has undergone more fundamental change during the past 100 years than the
methods people use to travel. In 1900, the automobile had just been invented and was still
decades away from coming into widespread use. Flight meant balloons, not airplanes (the
Wright brothers flew their plane at Kitty Hawk in 1903). Railroads and steamships were the
dominant forms of  transportation between cities, and both were unreliable, subject to
weather conditions and undependable technology.

It�s easy for children today to take the ease with which we travel great distances for granted.
A simple trip to visit a friend or relative who lives 45 highway minutes away would have
meant a two-day journey a hundred years ago. Today, business travelers routinely fly across
the globe for meetings and back again a day later. Committing Miss Columbia to an around-
the-world excursion in 1900, however, was an act of  faith for her owner that must have been
done with only partial confidence that she could complete such a journey. In this activity,
children will engage in an around-the-world �race� that will demonstrate, when it comes to
travel, exactly how far we�ve come.

Materials
© Tape measure or yardstick
© Paper and pens or pencils
© Construction paper, yarn, hole-punch to make signboards if  desired

$

Getting Started
Ask your students about the last time they went anywhere that took longer than an hour by car. At older
grade levels, work out some mileage totals by estimating miles-per-hour and calculating the distance of  a
few of  the students� trips. Now ask them to estimate how long the same trip would have taken in the year
1900. How would they have traveled? (Presumably by horse, carriage, stage coach, or train.) How would
their lives be different if  a trip that takes an hour today were to take two days instead?
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3.3.3
IN THE NEWS

THEN AND NOW

FASTER.  FASTER!
FASTER!!!

Procedures
1. Brainstorm with the class a list of  ways people traveled in 1900. Write them on the

blackboard or on an easel pad. (See Box on page 89 if  you need help.)

2. Ask the class to estimate how far each mode of  transport could take a passenger in one
hour.  At this point, you can include a research component in this activity by asking
students to check their estimates against facts they can find in any good encyclopedia �
or you can simply use the table included on page 89. Create a table on the blackboard (or
ask students to create their own) showing accurate measurements for an hour�s worth of
travel for each transportation mode, along with the distance one could travel using each
mode for a day (assuming nonstop travel). Use the table included here as a model if  you
want, but part of  the learning is asking the students to do the calculations themselves.

3. Divide the class into teams of  two students each. Write the name of  each mode of
transportation on a slip of  paper, and have each team draw a slip. (There should be as
many slips as there are teams, even if  you have to repeat some modes of  transportation.)
If  you want, have teams create identities for themselves by making and wearing con-
struction-paper signboards.

4. Tell the teams that their two members live exactly 60 miles away from each other. One
member will take a trip to visit the other, using the mode of  transportation they repre-
sent. On an �Around the World Travel Ticket� they can create, each team should calcu-
late how long it will take to travel 60 miles using their mode of  transportation. Each
team should then do another calculation, pretending that each hour equals one minute
(so they�ll divide their first number by 60).

5. Ask one team member from each team to line up along one side of  the classroom, and
the other member to line up opposite their teammate along the opposite wall. (You may
want to use a hallway or other open area for this exercise, if  desks are in the way. You�ll
also want to mark off  where the quarter, half, and three-quarter points are between the
two lines of  students.) Keeping time with a watch, set one line of  students off  on their
�journey� towards the other line, calling out 5-second intervals as they proceed. Some
students, representing jet plane travel, will literally need to race across the gap to symbol-
ize the speed of  their travel mode, while others will simply shuffle along. When one
minute is up, call �Stop!� and compare where students using the same mode of  transport
ended up. If  there is a wide variance, consider repeating the activity.

6. Talk with students about what they just experienced. Remind them that this was a model,
and that they were using mathematics to help them visualize times and distances that
would have been impossible to duplicate inside of  a classroom during a school day. Were
they surprised at the dramatic differences between the century-old and the modern
modes of  transportation? Ask them to think about this exercise the next time they hop
in a car to visit a friend an hour away.
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© Extension: You can connect this activity more explicitly to Around
the World with Miss Columbia by turning your classroom into a �globe.�
Designate one spot in your classroom as your home community, and other
areas as destinations along a trip around the world. Use your mapped route
of  Miss Columbia�s journey if  you�ve already completed Activity 3.3.2, or

create your own itinerary (for example: London, Moscow, Tokyo, Honolulu, San Fran-
cisco, etc.).  Using a scale on a world map, ask students to calculate the distances between
your �destination points� along the proposed journey. Then have them propose and
come up with a new ratio to make the worldwide journey workable within a given time
period in their classroom. (Covering the 25,000-mile girth of  the globe in a 60-mph car
� if  you could � would take 417 hours or about 37 days of  nonstop driving. If  each
day were made to equal one minute, the trip would take 37 minutes. If  each week of
driving were made to equal one minute, the around-the-world tour would take a little
more than five minutes.) Once the arithmetic is worked out and teams know how slowly
(or quickly) they should proceed around the room, start them off  from your classroom�s
�home base.� You might designate one team to represent the speed of  Miss Columbia�s
journey, which took almost exactly 1000 days.

Modes of Travel

Miles Per Hour Global Trip* If Week = Minute**

Walking 4 6250 hours 37 minutes
Jogging 8 3125 hours 19
Horseback/Carriage 15 1666 hours 10
Auto in 1900 15 1666 hours 10
Train in 1900 30 833 hours 5
Ship in 1900 20 1250 hours 7
Auto in 1950 50 500 hours 3
Propeller plane in 1950 250 100 hours 36 seconds
Auto in 2000 60 417 hours 2.5 minutes
Train in 2000 80 313 hours 2 minutes
Ship in 2000 40 625 hours 4 minutes
Jet Plane in 2000 500 50 hours 18 seconds
Supersonic plane in 2000 1200 21 hours 7 seconds

* 25,000-mile circumference of the Earth divided by the Miles-per-hour figure

** Global Trip figure divided by the 168 hours in a week = number of weeks taken for trip. So, if a
student were to “walk around the world” in your classroom, using this scale he/she should
take 37 minutes to walk the route, as it would take 37 weeks of nonstop walking to travel
25,000 miles. By comparison, the student representing the auto today would take 2.5 minutes
and the student representing a supersonic plane would take just 7 seconds!

3.3.3
IN THE NEWS

THEN AND NOW

FASTER.  FASTER!
FASTER!!!
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FOLLOW THE TRAIL

WORLD MAP

3.3.2
IN THE NEWS

THEN AND NOW

STUDENT HANDOUT
COPY AND DISTRIBUTE
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Exploring Our Global Neighborhood

Part 4 of  this Interdisciplinary Guide offers activities organized around a compari-
son of  life in the United States and in different cultures around the world.

The activities are divided into three sections as follows:

Section 4.1 A �Set-up Activity� for all of  Part 4

Section 4.2 �Life at Home, Here and There�: activities that focus on the
everyday lives of  children, ages 6-11.

Section 4.3 �In the News, Here and There�: activities that touch on issues
outside of  the home, such as differences in currency and  place-
names such as �Columbia.�

Several activities in both Part 3 and Part 4 call for classes to be divided into smaller
student workgroups or teams of  two to four students each. Some teachers may
want to consider creating �project teams� of  students that will stay together for the
length of  their participation in the Around the World with Miss Columbia project.

Part 4
HERE

AND THERE:
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$

Your Own Customs Office

Miss Columbia is the world traveler, and your school
is a port of call along her journey. How would stu-
dents design your official passport stamp?

Objective: Students produce an official stamp and page for Miss Columbia�s passport
that will become part of  her permanent museum collection.

Background
Part of  Miss Columbia�s travel kit is her official passport and journal. As a participant in
Around the World with Miss Columbia, your school is encouraged to contribute to both docu-
ments. The journal entry is covered in activity 4.3.3 (�Miss Columbia Strikes Again!�). This
Setup Activity for Part 4 focuses on your school�s official passport stamp and provides a
good way for you to introduce the themes of  Part 4 to your students.

The whole idea of  passports and passport stamps is a natural one to pique students� interest.
As Miss Columbia travels about the world on her centennial journey, students will be able to
look through her passport and see the �stamps� and pages prepared by host schools. The
passport provides a window for communities to learn about others near and far; a �front
door� for schools to use as a way to inspire students� thinking about how to pictorially
represent their own communities; and � eventually � a wonderful treasury of  Miss
Columbia�s visits around the world.

Materials
© Paper; markers, pens, or pencils
© Other materials as needed by final design

Getting Started
This activity can become a cornerstone of  your school�s celebration of  Miss Columbia and the turn-
ing of  the millennium. Explain to students what customs offices and �passport control� agents do
today at airports and other national points of  entry, checking passengers� credentials and citizenship
status and (sometimes) examining baggage to ensure that no outlawed substances are entering their
nation. Let them know that Miss Columbia will have an official passport, too, and that it is your
school�s responsibility to come up with an official entry �stamp� and to create a special page in her
passport to share with other schools.

Note: your school can only contribute one official stamp and passport page that will become part of
Miss Columbia�s permanent collection. If  you pursue this activity, many students and/or many classes
will be creating possible passport stamps. The activity suggests a number of  ways schools can sift
through all of the possible entries and come up with their one official contribution.

CURRICULAR FOCUS:
SOCIAL STUDIES, ART

GRADE LEVELS: 2-6
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Procedures
1. Ask students to think about symbols that represent their community. If  they have

trouble with this concept, start them off  with a discussion of  symbols they�d recognize:
buildings such as the U.S. Capitol that represent a government or country; public mes-
sages such as the green �walking person� signifying it�s safe to walk across a street; or
even corporate symbols such as McDonald�s golden arches or the Nike �swoosh.� You
might bring to class existing symbols, such as your community�s official seal (if  there is
one), or a local newspaper with a representatively local logo.

2. Create a list of  their ideas for symbols on the blackboard or on an easel pad. Tell stu-
dents they are graphic designers who�ve been given the responsibility of  creating a
passport stamp to represent their school and community. At this point, you can let the
activity roll out in a number of  different ways:
1. Keep going with the professional graphic design competition motif  and set up

�design teams,� each of  which would create and present preliminary and final de-
signs to a panel of  judges � composed either entirely of  students or a mixture of
students and teachers.

2. Let democracy rule, asking each child to create a stamp and having students vote for
their favorite one.

3. Turn the project over to your school�s art teacher(s), who may be able to integrate
the symbol-as-art idea into visual arts concepts they�re already working on with
students.

3. Follow the same procedures with the passport page for Miss Columbia�s passport book.
This is your school�s opportunity to be as creative as you can possibly be. The page needs
to incorporate the stamp, but it can also include anything else you want � as long as it is
representative in some way of  your school or community, or of  Miss Columbia�s visit.
Possible ideas:
1. Signatures of  every teacher and student in the school;
2. A quilt pattern of  symbols representing your school or community;
3. A student-designed flag, representing your school;
4. Photos of  Miss Columbia�s visit to your school;
5. Student poetry or song that summarizes your celebration of  Miss Columbia�s trip.

4. When your school�s passport stamp and page are finished, consider making their presen-
tation to Miss Columbia�s travel kit part of  a closing observance of  her journey at your
school � a �bon voyage� before she heads off  to her next destination.

YOUR OWN

CUSTOMS OFFICE
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Passports to the World

An alternative activity that prompts students to make their
own passports and become world travelers themselves has
been included at the end of  this activity. It was prepared
by the National Geographic Society and Nissan for
National Geography Week 1995. Consider creating, as
part of  your Miss Columbia experience, an �International
Day� at your school when each class sets itself  up as a
certain nation and every student, passport in hand, visits
each country throughout the day.

A Sample of Symbols

Use these symbols as inspiration for your young graphic designers as they work on passport stamp-symbols for
your school.

YOUR OWN

CUSTOMS OFFICE

CUSTOMS

CROSSWALK ENERGY MEDICINE YIN YANG

RECYCLE

PEACE

FIREDOWN ESCALATORCOTTON

DININGNO SMOKING
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CURRICULAR FOCUS:
SOCIAL STUDIES, ART

GRADE LEVELS: K-6

3.2.1 4.2.1

$

LIFE AT HOME

HERE AND THERE

Pick a Place, Any Place

Now that students have prepared a local passport stamp, can they do the same
for a foreign country?

Objective: Students extend their passport-stamp experience (Activity 4.1) by
researching a different part of  the world from the one where they live � and
designing a passport stamp for it.

Background
This activity offers an opportunity for your students to integrate Around the World
with Miss Columbia with their regular curriculum. If  they are studying a foreign
country this year, designing a passport stamp and page to represent it is a perfect
way to connect that curricular focus with their celebration of  Miss Columbia. If  at

some grade levels students are not studying any other part of  the world at all, they might
substitute a different time period for a different place. For example, students studying
colonial America might try to come up with symbols for that time and place.

This activity can be conducted in conjunction with your school�s observance of  Miss
Columbia, or completely separate from it.

Materials
© Paper; markers, pens, pencils
© Other materials as needed by final designs

Getting Started
This activity can become a cornerstone of  your school�s celebration of  Miss Columbia and the turning
of  the millennium. Explain to students what customs offices and �passport control� agents do today at
airports and other national points of  entry, checking passengers� credentials and citizenship status and
(sometimes) examining baggage to ensure that no outlawed substances are entering their nation. Let
them know that Miss Columbia will have an official passport, too, and that it is your school�s responsi-
bility to come up with an official entry �stamp� and to create a special page in her passport to share
with other schools.
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PICK A PLACE,
ANY PLACE

4.2.1
LIFE AT HOME

HERE AND THERE

Procedures
1. Engage the students in a discussion of  representative symbols (again, if  you already did

it once in conducting Activity 4.1). Did they find that coming up with ideas for symbols
of  their home community or school was easy, or difficult?

2. Now ask them to think about the foreign country (or place and era from the past) that
they�ve been studying in your classroom. Can they come up with a list of  possible
symbols that represent that country or era? Each symbol needs to communicate without
words or explanations something
unique about the place or era it
represents. Ask them not to talk
about their list of options with
classmates.

3. Now have students call out their
ideas and create a list on the black-
board. Are there some ideas that are
mentioned many more times than
others? Do any ideas seem more
clearly representative of  their subject
matter than others?

4. Ask students to choose one of  the
ideas and create a passport stamp
design. Use the symbol samples
provided in Activity 4.1 for ideas in
you like. Post the designs as part of
your visual displays on this curricular
topic.

5. Extend the activity by asking each
student to select (without revealing
their choice to other classmates)
some other part of  the world or some era in history. They can then produce a passport
stamp to represent that place or era. Collect their stamps and hold them up one at a
time, asking the class as a whole to try to identify the time or place represented by the
stamp. The �graphic designer� whose stamp is recognized correctly by the largest num-
ber of students is the winner of this design competition!
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CURRICULAR FOCUS: SOCIAL

STUDIES, ART, LANGUAGE ARTS

GRADE LEVELS: K-6

4.2.2
LIFE AT HOME

HERE AND THERE

Sharing with Your
Sister Community

What could your students share about their Miss Columbia experience with students
in a faraway school? Just as important: what could they learn?

Objective: Students learn firsthand about a foreign culture by connecting with a
distant school participating in the Around the World with Miss Columbia project.

Background
One of  the main objectives of  the Around the World with Miss Columbia project is to introduce
students to the idea that they are part of  a much larger community than their neighborhood,
town, or city. They are part of  the global village � a world that, thanks to technology, keeps
getting progressively smaller. Students will pick up some of  these lessons in looking over
earlier entries in Miss Columbia�s journal and passport. But this activity offers a chance for
schools, educators, and students alike to become linked with their peers in distant lands
around a theme of  mutual interest.

Materials
As required by the joint activities you set up with your sister school.$

D
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4.2.2
LIFE AT HOME

HERE AND THERE

Procedures
1. The first step is to be matched with another school in a distant community. Interested

educators should call Jacquie Serafino at the Wenham Museum in Wenham, Massachu-
setts, at 978-468-2377 (email: info@wenhammuseum.org). Jacquie will do her best to
match you up with a school making a commitment to the Around the World with Miss
Columbia project on a similar scale.

2. Once you receive your contact name at the sister school, it will be up to you to contact
that person directly. Most participating schools will be delighted to hear from you and to
make plans to share ideas and their Miss Columbia experiences. If  you run into a school
that for whatever reason seems unreceptive to becoming an active �sister� with yours, let
Jacquie know and she�ll try to arrange a different match.

3. Some ideas for collaborations between sister schools:
© Run briefly through the activities listed in the contents of  this Guide and discover

which ones both schools are actively pursuing. Where possible, make up �care
packages� of  some of  the resulting written work or art projects and exchange them
with the sister school.

© Make up a special scrapbook filled with photos and descriptions of  the Miss Colum-
bia activities your school pursued. Exchange the book with the sister school. (You
might make up two books, so that you can keep one copy for your own school!)

© If  you can manage it despite different time zones, set up a live, real-time event that
both schools can celebrate simultaneously, using phone, email, or any other technol-
ogy available to both schools.

© If  a �school-to-school� collaboration seems unlikely from your end, consider trying
to match up a single classroom with another in a distant community, either by con-
sulting the website (www.wenhammuseum.org) or by checking with Jacquie Serafino
at (978) 468-2377.  If  your collaboration goes well, don�t let it die with the end of
your participation in Around the World with Miss Columbia!  Students can profit in many
ways from pen-pal relationships.

SHARING WITH YOUR

SISTER COMMUNITY
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CURRICULAR FOCUS:
LANGUAGE ARTS, SOCIAL STUDIES

GRADE LEVELS: 3-6

4.2.3
LIFE AT HOME

HERE AND THERE

$

The Secret Language of  Dolls

How do dolls reflect the cultures that produce them? What can students
learn about their own culture and others by examining culturally
authentic dolls?

Objective: Students learn about the cultures represented by interna-
tional dolls and develop language arts skills in writing descriptively
about them.

Background
Dolls are an ancient and respected art form. They have been used by different cultures
throughout history as religious icons, as symbols of  good and evil, for practical purposes, as
examples of  fine art, to communicate or carry messages, and most of  all, as beloved friends
for children acting out early compulses to nurture.  Dolls can be an important element in a
child�s development, providing a safe avenue for the exploration of  a broad range of  emo-
tions.

Miss Columbia herself  was actually part of  a much larger collection of  dolls, including many
from other countries. In taking on her role as an icon for peace and communication among
different peoples, she joined a proud tradition of  dolls and doll-making that truly does
extend across merely political borders.

Materials
© Dolls children bring in from home, or that you can collect from other

sources, that represent as many different cultures as possible.
© Paper, construction paper, markers, paints, other art materials to produce

your own dolls.
© Several copies of  the �What�s Special About This Doll?� student hand

out sheet for each student (see page 101).

Getting Started
Ask children to think about famous dolls they�ve encountered (most likely in literature) and dolls they
have at home. What are the things that make a doll unique? (Refer stories included on the next page,
and to the �What�s Special About This Doll?� student handout sheet for ideas.)
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HERE AND THERE

Procedures
1. Set up your collection of  dolls in a central location. Ask students to examine them

closely. Include both Miss Columbia 2000 and Miss Columbia 1900 if  you can.

2. Handout copies of  the student handout sheet. Ask students to choose several of  the
dolls and to try to come up with the most imaginative adjectives they can to describe
those dolls, using the categories provided on the sheet.

3. Now ask students to write a short essay comparing one of  the dolls to another �
preferably two dolls that are quite different from each other. Ask the students to describe
the physical features of  the dolls and to try to draw inferences from those descriptions.
(What do the dolls say about the culture that produced them? How do you think these
dolls were used? What purpose do they serve?)

THE SECRET LANGUAGE

OF DOLLS

Two Famous Dolls in History

Aside from Miss Columbia, other dolls have played small but important roles in history. Here are the stories of
two of them. For more stories of (fictional) dolls, see the resource section included with Part 5 of this Guide.

The Little Spy: “Nina” was a large (three-foot-tall!) doll who was used to smuggle much-needed medical sup-
plies and drugs from England to Richmond, Virginia to support the Confederate Army during the Civil War. She
accompanied nine-year-old Fay Anderson and her aunt as they traveled through Northern states on their way
south. Nina made at least two trips with the smuggled goods, and after the war was given an honored place at
the Confederate Museum in Richmond — where visitors can still go and visit her today.

Angel:  Angel was a typical doll with rosy cheeks and brown curly hair. She belonged to five-year-old Marie Hall
in 1941, and was presented by Marie to her brother, Lieutenant Hall, to carry with him as a good luck mascot
during his air missions over the Pacific Ocean during World War II. In all, Angel flew 161 flying missions, all in
Lieutenant Hall’s cockpit, though in many different planes. She must have been good luck: Hall won the Distin-
guished Service Cross, the Soldiers Medal, and several other medals for his service during the war. Angel
herself was hit by a flying piece of “flack” and lost a fair amount of the material with which she was stuffed. She
was decorated with the Purple Heart and became the official mascot of the entire 14th Attacker Bomber Squad-
ron. The squadron actually became known as “The Angel Squadron” in her honor.

For Younger Children

Children in Grades K-2 may not be ready, of  course, for the adjective and
other writing portions of  this activity.  Instead, focus on comparing different
dolls in discussion and have them create their own representative paper doll
(see Box on page 102).
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�What�s Special About This Doll?�

Adjectives are words that describe the way something is. �Big� and �small� are adjectives. So
are these words: �pretty,� �loud,� �purple,� and �stubborn.�

Choose a doll. Try to think of  words that describe the doll. Use these categories to organize
your ideas.

YOUR NAME: ______________________________________________

DOLL NAME: ______________________________________________

STUDENT HANDOUT
COPY AND DISTRIBUTE

SIZE MADE FROM

_________________________ _________________________

_________________________ _________________________

_________________________ _________________________

_________________________ _________________________

SHAPE ATTITUDE

_________________________ _________________________

_________________________ _________________________

_________________________ _________________________

_________________________ _________________________

COLOR PURPOSE

_________________________ _________________________

_________________________ _________________________

_________________________ _________________________

_________________________ _________________________

TEXTURE AGE

_________________________ _________________________

_________________________ _________________________

_________________________ _________________________

_________________________ _________________________

THE SECRET LANGUAGE

OF DOLLS
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Making a Paper Doll for Miss Columbia
As part of  your participation in the Around the World with Miss Columbia project, the Wenham
Museum is asking that each host school create a representative paper doll and send it back to
the Museum to become part of  the Museum�s permanent Miss Columbia collection.

After you and your students have completed the �Secret Language of  Dolls� activity, ask
students what kind of  paper doll would represent in some unique way your school or com-
munity. There are no rules (intentionally) governing paper doll creation for this project. You
can use any kind of  paper and any kind of  decorative technique you want. Imagine the doll
becoming part of  a permanent museum exhibition � your school�s representative among
many others, all gathered around Miss Columbia when she returns from her second around-
the-world tour.

Your doll should be sent to: Miss Columbia Paper Dolls, c/o The Wenham Museum, 132
Main Street, Wenham, MA 01984, U.S.A.  Please try to send it within a few days of  your
school�s hosting of  Miss Columbia. Participating schools who are not hosting an actual visit
are welcome to contribute a paper doll as well.

THE SECRET LANGUAGE

OF DOLLS
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CURRICULAR FOCUS:
MATH, SOCIAL STUDIES

GRADE LEVELS: 5-6

3.2.1 4.3.1

$

IN THE NEWS

HERE AND THERE

The Money Bazaar

In this marketplace, the goal is to end up with exactly as
much money as you start with. Will your students all reach
the goal?

Objective: Students practice math skills by exchanging money in different
currencies.

Background
The issue of  different currencies does not appear in Miss Columbia�s journal, but it is surely
an issue for most international travelers. Currencies are also an object of  fascination for
most children, who enjoy comparing their own paper money and coins with those of  other
nations. This activity builds on that interest by creating an international �money bazaar�
where students must calculate amounts in different currencies before exchanging them with
other students.  Be forewarned: this is a challenging activity!  But students can learn a lot if
they stick with it.

Materials
© Examples of  different currencies � as many as you and your students

can turn up
© A copy of  �Miss Columbia�s Money Bazaar� accounting sheet (student

handout on page 106) and a pencil for each student
© Box or bowl

Getting Started
A day or two before the activity, ask students to bring in any examples of  foreign currency they might
have at home. When you�ve created your currency �collection,� invite students to study them and talk
about the differences between them. Ask those students who have traveled to a foreign land to talk
about what it was like to deal with another currency. How did they keep straight in their minds how
much an item cost?

Before you actually conduct the activity, you�ll want to copy the accounting sheet handout for each
student.  If  your students are in the older grade levels and you want to make the activity as challenging
as possible, you can black out the formulas that are provided on the handout. (Don�t block out the
exchange rates themselves; students will need those.) You should also remove and cut out the Money
Bazaar �Wild Cards� as shown on that activity sheet.
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THE MONEY BAZAAR

4.3.1
IN THE NEWS

HERE AND THERE

Procedures
1. On the day of  the activity, tell students that their class has now become an international money bazaar. (If

you want, decorate the walls with photos from market towns in foreign countries, just to add a bit of  flavor.)
In a central location, place the box or bowl on a table, with the cut-up Wild Cards folded and tossed inside.
Handout a copy of  the accounting sheet handout to each student.

2. Tell students that the object of  this activity is not (for once!) to end up with more money than they started
with or more money than anyone else. The object is for everyone involved to end up with exactly as much
money as they started with. Because of  the way the activity works, if  one pair of  students make a mistake, it
will eventually �infect� the work of  others and will result in many students coming up with the wrong total
at the end of  the activity. So: everyone will have to depend on everyone else to get it right, every step of  the
way!

3. Ask students to write their name at the top
of  their accounting sheet. If  they want to
invent the name of  an international cur-
rency trading company, they can do that,
too. Their first entry is already filled in for
them; make sure they all understand that
they are starting the activity with $100 in
American dollars.

4. Now the fun begins. Ask each student to
pick a currency from the box on their
accounting sheet and convert their $100 into that currency. You may want to do a few practice rounds first.
For example: The box shows that on this particular date, there are 1.5 Canadian dollars to the U.S. dollar.
Multiplying $100 by 1.5 will give you 150 Canadian dollars. (Note: these exchange rates are reasonably
accurate, but don�t count on them as guides for your next vacation to a foreign country!)

5. Once students have converted their dollars and written down their new total in the next line on their ac-
counting sheet (e.g., �Canadian dollars ... $150�), tell them they can now visit the Money Bazaar and find
another student to exchange with. Once they�re paired up with another student, pick a Wild Card out of  the
bowl and read the amount written on it aloud. That is the amount students will now need to exchange with
their temporary partner. Each student should do their calculations in the space provided and then write their
new totals and currencies on their accounting sheet (see Round 2 on the accounting sheet; we�ve done the
first one for you.). They will find that they will have to convert different currencies into U.S. dollars in order
to make their exchanges, and they will begin to hold multiple currencies. That�s good � they are becoming
international bankers!

6. Repeat step 5 as many times as you like. Leave time between �exchanges� for students to reconvert smaller
amounts of  currencies they�re holding into a larger amount of  a single currency, to make for easier trading.
Then it�s time for a final accounting. Ask students to convert all of  the cash they have in different currencies
into American dollars. If  every student has done every calculation correctly (perhaps a minor miracle, but it
can happen after some practice), every accounting sheet should total up to the same, original $100.

What’s the secret to easy exchanging?
During the course of this activity, one or more of your
students may suggest a bright idea — that instead of
converting foreign currencies into U.S. dollars each time
they want to make an exchange, they should figure out
the exchange rates between all of the currencies pro-
vided on the accounting sheet. That would enable
students, of course, to conduct their transactions much
more quickly — provided they do the math correctly in
figuring the exchange rates in the first place!
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For an even greater challenge…
If your students are ready for a more challenging activity, forget the
Wild Cards and have each pair of students decide on their own how
much money they want to exchange.  Each student should still be
holding the equivalent of $100 after every exchange, but in this
version of the activity, they will probably find that they are holding that
amount in many different currencies — and that will be part of the
fun. To create a truly chaotic (but potentially wonderfully instructive)
money bazaar, allow students to bring in a newspaper showing
exchange rates for many different currencies and set them loose,
exchanging any currency they like, as long as they end up with the
same $100.

THE MONEY BAZAAR

40 British pounds =  $60 U.S.
10 British pounds = $15 U.S.
20 British pounds = $30 U.S.
12 British pounds =  $18 U.S.

100 Brazilian cruzeiros = $50 U.S.
150 Brazilian cruzeiros =  $75 U.S.
50 Brazilian cruzeiros = $25 U.S.
10 Brazilian cruzeiros = $5 U.S.

60 Canadian dollars =  $40 U.S.
30 Canadian dollars = $20 U.S.
90 Canadian dollars = $60 U.S.
12 Canadian dollars = $8 U.S.

1000 Philippine pesos = $25 U.S.
4000 Philippine pesos = $100 U.S.
400 Philippine pesos = $10 U.S.
100 Philippine pesos = $2.50 U.S.

CURRENCY CONVERSIONS

FROM THE MONEY BAZAAR �WILD CARDS�
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ACCOUNTING SHEET (Grades 5-6)

STUDENT HANDOUT
COPY AND DISTRIBUTE

EXCHANGE RATES

BRITAIN
$1 U.S. dollar = 1.5 (or 1-and-1/2) British pounds 1 British pound = .667 (or 2/3) U.S. dollars

CANADA
$1 U.S. dollar = .667 (or 2/3) Canadian dollars 1 Canadian dollar = $1.5 (or 1-and-1/2) U.S. dollars

BRAZIL
$1 U.S. dollar = 2 Brazilian cruzeiros 1 Brazilian cruzeiros = .5 (or 1/2) U.S. dollars

PHILIPPINES
$1 U.S. dollar = 40 Phiippino pesos 1 Philippino peso  = .025 (or 1/40) U.S. $ (or two-and-1/2 cents)

AMOUNT TOTALS BY CURRENCY

ROUND CURRENCY EXCHANGED U.S. BRITAIN CANADIAN BRAZIL PHILAPPINES

________ _______________ _______________ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

________ _______________ _______________ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

________ _______________ _______________ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

________ _______________ _______________ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

________ _______________ _______________ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

________ _______________ _______________ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

________ _______________ _______________ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

________ _______________ _______________ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

________ _______________ _______________ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

________ _______________ _______________ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

________ _______________ _______________ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

________ _______________ _______________ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

THE MONEY BAZAAR

1 Canadian All 150

START U.S. Dollars 100

(Back to U.S.) 100

2 Canadian 60 Canadian $�s 60 60

      (60 Canadian= 40 U.S.)

      ($100 U.S. - $40 = $60)

3

4

5
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Miss Columbia�s Money Bazaar
WILD CARDS

STUDENT HANDOUT
REMOVE AND CUT AS SHOWN
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40 British Pounds

12 British Pounds

10 British Pounds

20 British Pounds 90 Canadian Dollars

12 Canadian Dollars

30 Canadian Dollars

60 Canadian Dollars 150 Brazilian Cruzeiros100 Brazilian Cruzeiros

4000 Philippino Pesos1000 Philippino Pesos

100 Philippino Pesos

50 Brazilian Cruzeiros

10 Brazilian Cruzeiros

400 Philippino Pesos

THE MONEY BAZAAR
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SOCIAL STUDIES, LANGUAGE ARTS

GRADE LEVELS: 3-6
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�Columbia�: A World
of  Meaning in a Word

It�s a space shuttle� a Latin American nation� the name of our
capitol city� and a globe-trotting doll. Where did the word
Columbia come from, anyway?

Objective: Students build vocabulary, spelling, and research skills
by learning the derivations of  some common words.

Background
We use words all the time without thinking about where they came from. But learning the
derivations of  common words can be a fascinating exercise, and one that can build word-
recognition and other language arts skills. The word �Columbia� is a good example. All of
its uses in the Western World derive from (as you might have guessed) Christopher Colum-
bus. It has proved to be one of  the most popular of  all place-names in English � and a
popular name or title for products, projects, and all manner of  other items as well. (See Box
on page 111.)

Languages are always changing, as words fall out of  use or are invented and added to the
common vocabulary. Words are added to the dictionary every year. Many recent additions to
the dictionary have origins in technology: Internet, email, website. But others come from
popular culture or are borrowed or adapted from other languages.

The study of  the roots or derivations of  words and phrases is etymology. Exploring how words
are created and come into common usage can be a fascinating exercise, with surprises
around every corner. Knowing the derivations of  some words can help create a lifelong
curiosity about words, languages, and cultures � especially the latter, because words know
no political boundaries. Trace the roots of  most any word in the English language and you
will find ancestor words from a different language. There are not many better metaphors for
the �global neighborhood� than that.

Materials
© Copies of  the student handout entitled �Word Detectives!�$
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Getting Started
Ask your students to think about the word �Columbia� and to try to guess its derivation. Do they think
�Miss Columbia� was a good name to be given to a globe trotting doll who was (and is) an international
ambassador? Why or why not? Ask them to brainstorm as many uses of  the word �Columbia� as they
can. Explain what Etymology is and let them know that in this activity, they are going to become �word
detectives,� searching for the secrets behind words they commonly use.

You can use this activity as a quick introduction to the mysteries of  etymology or as a longer-term
research exercise. If  you elect to do the latter (with students in fourth grade or older), ask each team of
students to research the words they are given by looking up the words in a good dictionary or by con-
sulting one of  the resources listed below.

Procedures
1. Divide the class into teams of  three to four students each.
2. Distribute the �Word Detectives!� handout to each team. Ask each team to discuss each

word and make their best guess as to the derivations of  each word. They will probably
not come close to success with any of  the words (except maybe �strawberry�), but that�s
the point; etymology at this level is a study in surprises.

3. When each team has completed its handout, have a student on each team report their
results and compile them on a blackboard or easel pad. Then let students know the
correct answers. After you do one or two �revealings,� consider having teams return to
their guesses and try again, this time stretching their creativity to the limit.

A �Dictionary� Extension
Older students can extend the activity by playing a version of  the game �Dictionary.� Using
a good dictionary or one of  the web-based resources listed below, have each team of  stu-
dents come up with a word and a description of  its derivation, along with three other fic-
tional descriptions of  plausible (but completely made up) derivations. Other teams can try to
guess which derivation is the correct one.

Vast resources on etymology can be found on the World Wide Web. Try (or have students
check out) these websites:
� http://www.westegg.com/etymology/ (interesting word derivations)
� http://members.aol.com/MorelandC/Phrases.htm (origins of  phrases)
� http://www.word-detective.com (get answers to your own word puzzlers)
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Answers

Chocolate: Comes originally from the Aztec word �tchocatl.� The Aztecs were the first to cultivate
chocolate for use in drinks. The Spanish explorer Cortes encountered chocolate in 1519, loved the
taste� and the rest is history.

Escape: In ancient Rome, people would avoid being captured by throwing off  their capes while running
away. The root of  the word �escape� in Latin means �out of  cape� � literally!

Jeans: Believe it or not, jeans are named after a city. That city is Genoa, Italy, which was called �Gene� in
the 16th century. The people of  Genoa were the first to make denim cloth that was used for pants.

Strawberry: This word derives from the English tradition of  placing a layer of  straw around delicious
berry plants (particularly this one) to keep the fruit up and off  of  the soil. This was especially important
in damp climates such as those found in Great Britain and Ireland.

Library : This word derives from the Latin word �Liber,� which means �to peel.� Early manuscripts were
written on tree bark, and the �peeling� refers to getting to the inner bark of  a tree, where good blank
�pages� can be found.

Candy: Around 1000 years ago, right at the turn of  the first millennium, the Arabs created the world�s
first sugar refinery on the island of  Crete, now part of  Greece. They named the island Quandi, which in
Arabic means �crystallized sugar.�

�Columbia�: Here, There, and Everywhere

Here are just some of  the ways �Columbia� has been used as a name:

© Community in Maryland near Baltimore, population 75,000
© Community in central Missouri, home of  the University of  Missouri, population 69,000
© Capital city of South Carolina, population 100,000
© Community in Tennessee, population 28,000
© Nickname for the United States
© Major river in the American northwest and Canada
© (Columbium) Former name of  an element now called �Niobium�
© U.S. space shuttle
© Columbia University in New York, NY
© District of Columbia
© �Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean� (patriotic song)
© (Colombia) Nation in South America
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STUDENT HANDOUT
COPY AND DISTRIBUTE

Candy

Library

Escape

Chocolate

Jeans

Strawberry

Definition: ____________________________

_____________________________________

Country or Language of  Origin: ____________

The Story Behind the Word: _______________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

Definition: ____________________________

_____________________________________

Country or Language of  Origin: ____________

The Story Behind the Word: _______________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

Definition: ____________________________

_____________________________________

Country or Language of  Origin: ____________

The Story Behind the Word: _______________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

Definition: ____________________________

_____________________________________

Country or Language of  Origin: ____________

The Story Behind the Word: _______________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

Definition: ____________________________

_____________________________________

Country or Language of  Origin: ____________

The Story Behind the Word: _______________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

Definition: ____________________________

_____________________________________

Country or Language of  Origin: ____________

The Story Behind the Word: _______________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________
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In the Year 2100:
Miss Columbia
Strikes Again!

If Miss Columbia were to take a bicentennial voyage a hundred years from now,
what do students predict she�d find?

Objective: Students review how much they�ve learned about life in 1900 and around
the world, and test their imaginations by writing newspaper accounts and journal
entries about a bicentennial Miss Columbia voyage.

Background
This activity is designed to provide a culmination to your school�s participation in the Around
the World with Miss Columbia project. In it, students will help prepare two new sets of  journals
and compare them with two others: Miss Columbia�s original journal and the journal descrip-
tion they themselves prepared in Preview Activity 2.3.

Materials
© Miss Columbia�s original journal
© Copies of  students� original concept journal of  what Miss Columbia�s

1900 trip must have been like (see Preview Activity 2.3)
© The new Miss Columbia�s official journal for her centennial voyage
© Other materials as needed; see activity suggestions below

Getting Started
Remind students of  the work they did at the outset of  Around the World with Miss Columbia and review the
results of  that work, if  available. What have students learned about Miss Columbia�s original trip that is
completely different from what they�d imagined? What had they predicted in the way of  communication or
travel mode that, in retrospect, they now know would have been impossible at the time? If  you want,
compare aspects of  their predictions with Miss Columbia�s original journal to point out differences be-
tween the two.

Now let students know that their final involvement in the Miss Columbia project will be to work together
to produce entries for both her official centennial journal � and a bicentennial journal, looking ahead to a
third voyage in the year 2100.
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Procedures
1. Part of  the fun of  reading the original journal is understanding when and where individual journal-writers

began and left off. If  you did not do this with students as part of  any earlier activity, consider doing it now.
It will help link the journal-writing process behind Miss Columbia�s current journal with the ways her
original journal was produced. (Note: see the Box at the end of  the journal in Section 2.2 for information
regarding Miss Columbia�s original journal-writers.)

2. There are many ways you can engineer the drafting of  your entry in Miss Columbia�s current journal (if  you
are a school hosting a visit from her).  Some ideas:
© Make it a class- or school-wide language arts project. Assign every student in third grade or above to

write a journal entry describing Miss Columbia�s visit to your school. The entry should include the dates
and duration of  the visit; highlight the principal events; and offer quotes or perspectives from students,
teachers, or community members about Miss Columbia or her centennial voyage�s themes. The best
and most accurately representative essay can be the one inscribed in her journal before she leaves.

© The challenge with the strategy outlined above, of  course, is the deadline pressure imposed by having
to create the journal entry before Miss Columbia leaves your school. Please note: it�s important that
each host site send her on her way with its journal entry inscribed in her book. That way, subsequent
hosts can read through the journal and make it part of  their celebration. In order to meet this deadline,
you might consider having the student editors of  your school newspaper (or an upper-grade class
newspaper) prepare the journal entry. Writing-under-deadline, after all, is part of  the challenge faced by
every working journalist.

© You can always write the journal entry yourself, or have it written by another teacher or administrator at
your school. Miss Columbia�s journal likely will feature a wide range of  writing styles and capacities
(and represent a range of  age levels among the writers), and that will be considered one of  its strengths.

3. Now it�s time to do some more envisioning, of  the kind your students did when they imagined what Miss
Columbia�s original trip must have been like (Preview Activity 2.3). To do this in an organized way, you
might reconvene the student teams that have been following different themes through the 20th century as

part of  the �Timeline of  the Century� activity (3.1).
If  you have not pursued that activity, take a look at it
now anyway and use the themes provided there as a
basis for student envisioning of  the year 2100. Ask
each team of  students to think about the pace of
change for a given theme during the 20th century �
and then try to predict what the major developments
for that theme will be during the next 100 years.
Each team should brainstorm as many different
possibilities for theme as they can, and then create a
portrait of  what they think might be one possible
scenario for the year 2100. (Use the �Rules for
Brainstorming� box on the following page to help
students be as productive as possible.)

A Time Capsule for the Year 2100?

What do you do with all of the treasures
your students produce in the course of
envisioning life in the year 2100? Con-
sider collecting some of them and
creating a time capsule, to be preserved
for 100 years at the school (or its successor
institutions), and opened on the 100th anniver-
sary of Miss Columbia’s visit — or, even better,
on the occasion of her return. A short length of
PVC pipe, available at any hardware store, with
caps on either end can make for a durable,
space-efficient capsule that might just stand
the test of time.
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4. Once the teams have come up with some sort of  portrait, have them present their vision to the
class. Make sure one student is recording the visions on a blackboard or easel pad. When all the
teams have presented, you�ll have a composite portrait of  life in the year 2100. Once again, you
can move into the next stage of  this activity in a number of  ways. Among them:

© Ask each student to write a new journal entry describing a possible visit from Miss Columbia
on her bicentennial voyage in 2100 to your school. It�s up to you whether you�ll want each
child to write according to the composite portrait created by the class brainstorming, or let
each one create his or her own portrait, using the composite as a base. Each journal entry
should try to include some reference to each of  the major theme areas of  study (i.e., Trans-
portation, Communication, etc.). How different will life be at the turn of  the next century?
Ask students to think about how different life is now from what it was in the year 1900 in so
many, many ways.

© Turn the project into an art exercise, asking students to draw a picture of  Miss Columbia
during her visit to your school a hundred years from now (and including special aspects of
life then that are different from the way we live now).

© If  you�re pursuing the �Timeline of  the Century� activity, consider using the composite
portrait of  life in the year 2100 to extend your timeline. How would students portray some

of  the changes they foresee during the 21st century on their timeline? This
section of the project could become the most interesting one of all, and might
provide a good opportunity for you to bring community members and local
newspaper writers into the school. (Why not host a �Dawn of  a New Cen-
tury� night in conjunction with one of  your regular parent open houses?)
© Ask students to approach the subject in a different way: writing a news-

paper story (or aren�t there newspapers
anymore?) covering Miss Columbia�s visit to
your school; writing the personal diary entry
of  a student who attends the school a century
from now; or creating some brand new, 21st-
century way of  describing her visit. Who�s to
say, after all, that students will even be collect-
ing every day at a building like yours to attend
something called� �school�?

Rules for Brainstorming

© Don’t interrupt. One person speaks at a time.
© Don’t be critical. There are no bad ideas at

this stage of the game.
© Try to build on what your teammates suggest.
© If you’re stuck, try having everyone work

silently and independently for three minutes,
and then come back together again.

© Still stuck? Try starting with a phrase, such as
“I wish….” or “How could….”

IN THE YEAR 2100:
MISS COLUMBIA

STRIKESAGAIN!
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Part 5
RESOURCES

Note to Teachers: Part 5 of  this Interdisciplinary Guide provides you
with a range of  resources and reproducibles that will help extend and
enhance your students� learning experience with Miss Columbia.
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Books About Dolls
Booklist and annotations by Gwen Holt and Patricia K. Purdy of  Banbury Cross Children�s  Bookshop in
Wenham, MA. Most of  these books are available in libraries and local bookstores. If  you�d like to order one or
more through Banbury Cross, call Gwen or Pat at 978-468-4040.

BOOKS ABOUT DOLLS
5.1

Short Chapter Books

The Best-Loved Doll by Rebecca
Caudill.  Holt, $6.95.  Which doll
should Betsy enter in a doll con-
test?

The Five Sisters by Margaret
Mahy.  Puffin, $3.99.  Joined by
their hands, five paper dolls come
to life one by one, as different
people find and color them in.  A
gem of  a story, with rich language
and detail.

The Most Wonderful Doll in the
World by Phyllis McGinley.  Scho-
lastic, $3.95.  Can any doll be as
fantastic as Dulcy insists her lost
doll was?  An old-fashioned story
with a funny twist.

The Night Crossing by Karen
Ackerman.  Knopf, $4.50.  Clara�s
two straw dolls conceal valuables
when her Jewish family makes a
dangerous escape from Austria
during World War II.

The Raggedy Ann Stories and
The Raggedy Andy Stories  by
Johnny Gruelle.  Random House,
$10.95.  Adventures abound for
two mischievous rag dolls and their
toy friends.

Picture Books

Babushka�s Doll by Patricia
Polacco. Simon & Schuster, $6.95.
Natasha�s Russian grandmother has
a mischievous doll that comes to
life.

Elisabeth by Claire Nivola. Farrar
Straus & Giroux, $16.00.  A young
Jewish girl is separated from her
doll in her family�s rush to flee pre-
World War II Germany.

Elizabeti�s Doll by Stephanie
Stuve-Bodeen.  Lee & Low, $15.95.
In a small African village, a young
girl learns to babysit by practicing
with her unusual doll.

Little Oh by  Laura Melmed.
Lothrop, $16.00.  The travels of  a
Japanese origami doll end up
leading her creator to a new family.

The Lonely Doll by Dare Wright.
Houghton Mifflin, $6.95.  Told in
photographs, the story of  a doll
who finds a home with two teddy
bears in New York City.

The Paper Princess by Elisa
Kleven.  Puffin, $5.99.  The wind
carries a paper doll from one
adventure to the next.

Novels

The Dolls� House by Rumer
Godden.  Puffin, $4.99  Jealousies
and friendships in the small  world
of  a doll house.

Finding Walter by Ann Turner.
Dell, $4.50.  Emily and Rose help a
family of  doll house dolls solve the
mystery of  their missing younger
brother.

Hitty:  Her First Hundred Years
by Rachel Field.  Dell, $4.99.
Imagine all the adventures and
different owners a doll could have
during her long lifetime.

Magic Elizabeth by Norma
Kassirer.  Harper, $4.95.  Sally
travels through time to the early
1900�s to solve the mystery of  a
long-lost doll.

The Mennyms by Sylvia Waugh.
Avon, $4.50.  The first in a series
of  novels about a life-sized family
of  rag dolls who have kept their
identity a secret from the neighbors
in their small English town.

Miss Hickory by Carolyn Bailey.
Puffin, $4.99. Long ago, children
played with dolls made from such
things as apple branches and
hickory nuts.
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Other Relevant Books

Novels

The Castle in the Attic by Eliza-
beth Winthrop.  Dell, $5.50.  A tiny
silver knight and a magic medallion
help to  make a real boy small
enough to enter a stone and wood
model castle.

The Return of  the Twelves by
Pauline Clarke.  This sophisticated,
and unfortunately out-of-print,
book is well worth trying to obtain
from a library.  Max finds twelve
old wooden soldiers hidden in an
attic.  The children who at one time
had owned them (the famous
Bronte siblings) had used them in
so many games and stories that the
soldiers have the ability to actually
come to life.

Short Novels

Paddle to the Sea by Holling C.
Holling.  Houghton Mifflin, $7.95.
The carved figure of  an Indian in a
canoe makes an incredible journey
from the Great Lakes to the
Atlantic Ocean.

The Velveteen Rabbit by Margery
Williams.  Doubleday, $12.95.
After years of  being loved, a
stuffed toy rabbit becomes real.

Picture Books

The Leaf  Men by William Joyce.
Harper, $15.95.  In this dreamy,
offbeat story  a little metal man,
long lost in the garden, helps rouse
an insect army  to restore the
rosebushes.

Nothing by Mick Inkpen.  Or-
chard, $14.95.  A small cloth
animal has been left behind in the
attic for so long that he has forgot-
ten his name, and even what type
of being he is!

The Steadfast Tin Soldier by
Hans Christian Andersen, retold by
Tor Seidler with illustrations by
Fred Marcellino.  Harper, $16.00.
In this classic tale, a brave tin
soldier is separated from the others,
never to return again.

The Tub People by Pam Conrad.
Harper, $4.95.  Wooden figures
playing in the tub must beware of
the dangers of  the drain.

BOOKS ABOUT DOLLS
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The Kid�s Guide to the Millennium
by Ann Love and Jane Drake.  Kid�s
Can Press, $12.95.

The Millennium by Daniel Cohen.
Simon & Schuster, $3.99.

A Slice of Life:
Picture Books

The Ballot Box Battle by Emily
McCully.  Random, $5.95.  Lizzie
Stanton attempts to be the first
woman to cast a vote in an 1880�s
skirmish in the battle for woman�s
suffrage.

Mailing May by Michael Tunnell.
Greenwillow, $16.00.  In the days
when travel was difficult and expen-
sive, young May is sent parcel post, via
the U. S. mail in the baggage section
of  a train, to visit her grandmother.

The Milkman�s Boy by Donald Hall.
Walker, $15.95.  Changes are coming
to the lives of  a turn-of-the-century
dairy family.

My Great-Aunt Arizona by Gloria
Houston.  Harper, $5.95.  A loving
homage to an inspirational teacher.
The illustrations in this book show
subtle changes in school buildings,
children�s clothes and modes of
transportation over the decades.

She�s Wearing a Dead Bird On Her
Head by Kathryn Lasky.  Hyperion,
$5.95.  A story about the two real
women who began a crusade in 1896
to preserve wild birdlife.  This is a
light look at the founding of  the Mass.
Audubon Society.

NOW AND THEN:
Books About the 20th Century
and the World in the Early 1900s

Novels

Call Me Ruth by Marilyn Sachs.
Morrow, $4.95.  The challenges to
immigrants in 1908 NYC, and the
struggles of  tenement workers that led
to early labor unions, are the back-
ground to this story of  a mother and
daughter from Russia.

Dreams in the Golden Country by
Kathryn Lasky.  Scholastic, $9.95.
Part of  the Dear America diary series,
this story of  a Jewish immigrant girl in
1903 integrates many details about the
various ethnic communities that
thrived in New York City.

Honus And Me by Dan Gutman.
Avon, $4.99.  There�s a lot of  history
and old-fashioned values in this
entertaining time travel fantasy
involving the 1909 World Series, and
Honus Wagner (his baseball card will
become one of  the most valuable of
the 1990�s).

Preacher�s Boy by Katherine Pater-
son.  Clarion, $15.00.  Small town
Vermont life in 1899.

Information

Ghosts of  the 20th Century by
Cheryl Harness.  Simon & Schuster,
$17.00.  During a visit to a history
museum, Josh is led back in time
through the decades of the 20th

century.  Time-lines, maps and mini-
biographies are included in this
imaginative, heavily illustrated look at
the last 100 years.

If  You Lived 100 Years Ago by Ann
McGovern.  Scholastic, $5.99.  Ques-
tions and answers about what it was
like to live 100 years ago.

19th Century Clothing by Bobbie
Kalman.  Crabtree, $7.95.  Part of  a
series that looks at everyday aspects of
life during different time periods in
American history.

Turn of  the Century by Ellen
Jackson.  Charlesbridge, $17.95.  A day
in the life of  11 different children,
from New Year�s Day in the year 1000,
until January 1, 2000.

Welcome to Samantha�s World -
1904.  Pleasant Company, $14.95.  A
look at the real world in the turn-of-
the-century era in which the fictional
Samantha series (Meet Samantha and
others.  Pleasant Company, $5.95.) is
set.  Modern photos of  artifacts
(clothing, buildings, etc.) as well as
historical photos are included.

The Official M& M�s Book of  the
Millennium by Larry Brimner.
Charlesbridge, $6.95.

The Story of  Clocks and Calen-
dars:  Marking a Millennium by
Betsy Maestro.  Lothrop, $16.00.

Turn of  the Century by Ellen
Jackson.  Charlesbridge, $17.95.

Quick Picks on the
Millenium
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Where We Live

Bridges Are to Cross  by Philemon
Sturges.  Putnam, $15.99.  Well-known
bridges from around the world, all
created in intricate cut-paper illustra-
tions by Giles Laroche.

Harvest Festivals Around the
World by Judith Corwin.  Silver
Burdett, $7.95.  Cultural traditions,
activities and recipes.

Hopscotch Around the World by
Mary Lankford.  Morrow, $8.95.
Instructions and diagrams of  the
many ways this popular game is
played.

Me on the Map by Joan Sweeney.
Random, $6.99.  A lively introduction
to mapping, from the personal details
of  a child�s room to the boundaries on
a world map.

Talking Walls:  The Stories Con-
tinue by Margy  Knight.  Tilbury,
$8.95.  In this sequel to Talking
Walls, �each wall has a story to tell, of
the people that built it, and how it
holds its community together or
separates it.�

HERE AND THERE:
Books About Communities
and People Around the World

A Global View

All in a Day by Mitsumasa Anno.
Penguin, $5.99.  Travel around the
world for 24 hours, and see how day
turning to night changes children�s
activities.  Detailed information on
time zones is included.

Children Just Like Me by B. & A.
Kindersley.  DK, $19.95.  Vivid photos
of  children and their surroundings,
taken in countries all around the
world.  Also in this series:   Celebra-
tions, DK, $19.95.

People by Peter Spier.  Bantam,
$10.95.  Spier�s trademark detailed
illustrations show the incredible
variety of  human existence. A classic
picture book.

To Be a Kid by Maya Ajmera and
John Ivanko.  Charlesbridge, $15.95.
Kids are kids, wherever they live - and
these lively photos prove it.

Stories and Folktales

Chinese Mother Goose Rhymes
selected by Robert Wyndham.
Putnam, $7.95. Nursery rhymes and
counting songs are found in all
cultures.  This elegant, scroll-like
book, illustrated by Ed Young,
introduces some simple poems from
the Chinese oral tradition.

Everybody Bakes Bread  and
Everybody Cooks Rice each by
Norah Dooley.  Lerner, $6.95. Carrie�s
search through the neighborhood for
her brother takes her in and out of
kitchens where food is being prepared
in a multitude of  multi-ethnic flavors.

How My Parents Learned to Eat by
Ina Friedman.  Houghton, $4.95.  A
daughter tells a humorous tale of her
Japanese mother and American father
attempting to learn about each others�
dining  customs.

My House Has Stars by Megan
McDonald.  Orchard, $16.95.  As
children prepare for bed in different
types of  houses around the world,
they are unified in the fact that they all
look up at the same sky.

Nursery Tales Around the World by
Judy Sierra.  Clarion, $19.95.  Stories
from a variety of  countries are
arranged in useful themes such as
�victory of  the smallest� and �run-
away cookies,� to help in comparing
and contrasting folktales.

This Is the Way We Eat Our Lunch
and This Is the Way We Go to
School each by Edith Baer.  Scholas-
tic, $14.95 and $4.99.  Children use a
variety of  means of  transportation to
get to school around the world, and
eat a smorgasbord of  food at lunch-
time, too!

We Are a Rainbow by Nancy Tabor.
Charlesbridge, $6.95.   Simple com-
parisons make the point that although
children may live in far away places,
they still have much in common .
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CERTIFICATE5.2

Honorary
World

Traveler

Child�s Name Teacher�s Name

_______________________________ ________________________________
Child�s Signature Teacher�s Signature

_______________________________ ________________________________
Date Date

__________________________ ___________________________
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Sample Letter

Note to Educators: Feel free to use or adapt this letter for use in contacting parents, local press, or com-
munity members regarding your school�s involvement in Miss Columbia�s journey around the world.

Dear [Parent/Community Member]:

I am writing to let you know about an exciting project that our school will be undertaking this year. It�s
called Around the World with Miss Columbia, and we believe it will provide a tremendously valuable and com-
pelling way for students at [name of  school] to learn about the changes this century has seen, as well as
about their student counterparts in distant parts of  the globe.

Thousands of  people around the world cheered and were touched by the historic journey of  the original
Miss Columbia�the famous 19-inch doll that circumnavigated the globe to raise funds for children�s chari-
ties in 1900.

Now the Wenham Museum of  Wenham, Massachusetts, home of  the original Miss Columbia, is recreating
her incredible journey to help commemorate the year 2000 and to offer an exciting learning opportunity to
schools and students around the world.

Our school will host Miss Columbia during the week of  [fill in dates]. The students will be working in teams
to prepare special events to celebrate her visit. These events will include:

� [Fill in events your school will be sponsoring, with times, dates and places]

We would like to invite you to become part of  this history-making project. Please join us at the special event
scheduled for [fill in]. With your help, we�ll make Miss Columbia�s visit to our school an experience our
students and community will enjoy, learn from�and never forget.

Yours sincerely,

SAMPLE LETTERS
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Evaluation Form
Please complete this evaluation form and return it to the Wenham Museum, 132 Main Street, Wenham, MA
01984, USA. Many thanks for your help and participation!

1. How did you learn about Around the World with Miss Columbia?

2. Please describe your school�s involvement with the project.

© Did you conduct any schoolwide events? Y N

© What percentage of  classrooms engaged in any of  the activities? _______

© Which grade levels participated most in the project? _______

© Did you invite the public to attend any of  your events? Y N

© Did your participation revolve around a one-day celebration,

one-week, or was it part of  a year-long observance of  the centennial? _______

© Did you actually host a visit from Miss Columbia herself ? Y N

© Did you link up with any other schools, students, or teachers around this project? Y N

© Did the activities mesh well with your school curriculum? Y N

3. Please write a short summary highlighting the parts of  the experience you felt were most
beneficial for your students.

4. Please let us know how we could improve this Guide or the nature of  the project itself.

5. Did you write an entry in Miss Columbia�s journal and send paper dolls and some special
offering representing your school and community back to the Wenham Museum? Y N

Many thanks.

EVALUATION FORM
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